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DON’T FORGET to check out our research 
website at www.lighthousetrailsresearch.
com, and sign up for our free e-newsletters. 
If you would like to receive our research 
journal in print by regular mail, see page 66.

BOOK REVIEWS: If you have found any of 
the Lighthouse Trails books/DVDs/CDs to 
be helpful, please consider writing a short 
review and e-mailing or mailing it to us 
with your permission to post. We won’t use 
your full name. Thank you. You may also 
post product reviews on our store site.

1. USE ONLINE STORE AT:
   www.lighthousetrails.com.
2. CALL OUR TOLL FREE ORDER LINE:  
   866/876-3910 (USA/Canada); 
   406/889-3610 for international  
   ordering.
3. FILL OUT ORDER FORM IN THIS CATALOG,    
   then fax (406/889-3633) or mail to:  
   Lighthouse Trails Publishing, P.O. Box  
   908, Eureka, MT 59917. 

Order form can also be printed from 
website. 

Products that have the red LT symbol can 
also be ordered through most walk-in or 
online bookstores and major outlet stores. 

WHEN ORDERING, YOU MAY USE FULL 
TITLE OR PRODUCT CODE. See product 
codes in brackets [  ]. 

Greetings,

Thank you for your interest in Lighthouse Trails where we are committed to pro-
viding resources you can trust. The cornerstone of our ministry and publishing 
house is dependence on the Bible as the Word of God and proclaiming Jesus Christ 
as Savior and Lord. 

We have carefully and prayerfully selected each product in this catalog with these 
things foremost in mind. May God bless you and your family and keep you spiri-
tually sound and safe.

The Editors at Lighthouse Trails

3 EASY WAYS TO ORDER (choose one)
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QUANTITY DISCOUNTS
Books with this symbol  are 
Lighthouse Trails products, which means 
they qualify for quantity discounts (40% 
off retail for 10 or more copies of same 
title) and international pricing (50% off 
retail for 10 or more copies of same title). 
For orders of 50 or more copies, call for 
special pricing or go online. Booklets have 
their own discount prices (see page 10). 

ISBN numbers are on all products 
published by Lighthouse Trails. All other 
items have the name of the publisher/
producer in lieu of ISBN. Bookstores and 
resellers can use this ISBN when ordering 
from Ingram, SpringArbor, or Anchor. 

LOOK FOR THE RED SALE 
PRICES ON SOME PRODUCTS 
THROUGHOUT THIS CATALOG.

ALL BOOKS IN THIS CATALOG 
ARE SOFTBOUND (NOT 
HARDCOVER) UNLESS 

OTHERWISE INDICATED

Cover photos from bigstockphoto.com. 
Used with permission.
Design by Lighthouse Trails.
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NEW RELEASE—WINTER 2016
THE GOOD SHEPHERD CALLS—

AN URGENT MESSAGE TO THE LAST-DAYS CHURCH

BY ROGER OAKLAND

THE closer we get to the return of Christ, 
fewer and fewer Christians recognize what is 
happening. Satan’s deceptive plan to set up 
a one-world global religion in the name of 
Christ for the cause of peace is now being 
fulfilled. The end result will be the religion 
for the Antichrist. Why are the pastors not 
warning the sheep? Worse yet, why are so 
many pastors promoting interspiritual ecu-
menism and actually preparing the way for 
what is coming?

This deception has impacted every evan-
gelical and Protestant denomination to 
one degree or another, and it is world-
wide. The sheep have been led astray by 

shepherds who have neglected what they have been called to do—protect the sheep.  
The Good Shepherd Calls brings clarity to why this delusion is happening, where it is 
headed, and what can still be done to warn believers and unbelievers alike.  [GSC] 
Pages: TBD | $14.95 | Softbound | 978-1-942423-12-6

LOOK FOR THESE NEW BOOK RELEASES COMING SOON

Witness for This Generation by Roger Oakland

Father ten Boom, God’s Man by Corrie ten Boom

Changed by Beholding by Harry Ironside

The Invisible War by Berit Kjos (for youth)

COMING 
SOON
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NEW RELEASES
THE EVOLUTION CONSPIRACY

BY ROGER OAKLAND 
AND CARYL MATRISCIANA

(New updated, expanded edition from Lighthouse Trails)
ORIGINALLY published by Harvest House in 1991, 
this updated and expanded edition of The Evolution 
Conspiracy shows how “evolutionary” thinking has 
changed the world, our Western society, and the church. 
This new edition will bring the concerned reader up 
to date, providing information you can use to protect 
your families and warn others of an ideology that is 

seeking to destroy truth. [EV-BK] 248 pages | $14.95| Softbound | Illustrated | 
978-1-942423-09-6

Others have written on such subjects before, but Caryl Matrisciana and Roger 
Oakland add a new dimension. Their persistent sleuthing has uncovered many 
a connection between the occult and evolution that were previously undetected. 
Truly there is an evolutionary conspiracy, and it can no longer be ignored by 
God’s people.—From the foreword by John D. Morris, Ph.D.

“ANOTHER JESUS” CALLING
How Sarah Young’s False Christ 

is Deceiving the Church

BY WARREN B. SMITH

INSPIRED by the New Age 
book God Calling, Sarah Young 

claims to be receiving messages from Jesus Christ 
which she compiled into what is now her best-selling 
book, Jesus Calling. Author Warren Smith carefully 
documents his concerns about her book, her “Jesus,” 
and the New Age implications contained in many of 
Young’s devotional messages. He also warns about 
the danger of contemplative prayer and in elevating 
spiritual experiences over the Word of God. “Another 
Jesus” Calling is his call for much needed discernment in these very deceptive times. 
[AJC] 232 pages | $14.95  | Mountain Stream Press 
This Expanded Second Edition includes material from three of Warren’s booklets 
pertaining to Jesus Calling.

EXPANDED 
SECOND 
EDITION
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NEW RELEASES HOW TO PREPARE FOR 
HARD TIMES AND PERSECUTION

BY MARIA KNEAS
OFFICIAL government documents say that evan-
gelical Christians are potential terrorists, and some 
Christian groups are even called hate groups. Chris-
tian doctors and nurses are being forced to perform 
abortions, and a Christian baker has been threatened 
with prison for not baking a wedding cake for a ho-
mosexual ceremony. Christians in Colorado, New 
York, and Kentucky are being forced to go through 
“sensitivity training” in order to “rehabilitate” from 
their religious beliefs and resulting moral convictions. 

When Communists did such things to American soldiers, we called it brainwashing.

WHEN THE WORLD TRIES TO PRESSURE US TO DENY OUR CHRISTIAN FAITH OR 
GO AGAINST OUR BIBLICAL STANDARDS OF MORALITY, WE NEED TO HAVE SPIR-
ITUAL BACKBONE AND STAND FIRM IN OUR FAITH. THIS BOOK SHOWS US HOW.

.
[PFP] 232 pages | $13.95 | Softbound | Illustrated | 978-1-942423-02-7

NEW LECTURE DVDS BY MIKE OPPENHEIMER

THE GOSPEL—WHAT IT IS, AND WHAT IT IS NOT
FOR new and old believers alike, as well as for unbelievers who 
are seeking answers about salvation. [MO-GOSPEL] 1 Hour, 
20 minutes | $12.95 |  978-1-942423-13-3 * 

OTHER NEW DVDS BY MIKE:
State of the World/State of the Church ($12.95 | MO-SW-SC)

Joel Osteen—The Smile of Deception ($14.95 | MO-JO)

The “Gods” of the Nations—the God of Israel—2 DVDs ($19.95 | MO-NA-IS)

The Need of Discernment in the Last Days—2 DVDs ($19.95 | MO-DISC)

True Confessions of a word Faith Teacher—Joyce Meyer ($15.95) [MO-MYR]

*Lighthouse Trails is a distributor for all of Mike Oppenheimer’s DVDs in 
this catalog. Booksellers can call us for ISBNs of the four titles above.
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RESCUING RANDY
BY GENEVA PAULSON 

RESCUING RANDY is the disturbing and yet in-
spirational story of a family’s struggle to reclaim 
their son out of the clutches of a powerful, seduc-
tive, cult leader who has convinced him that to 
leave the group would mean certain destruction. 
As his family begins to plan an intervention, they 
realized just how much is at stake. If they fail, they 
could lose everything, including their son. But to 
do nothing was out of the question . . . they had no 
choice but to attempt to rescue Randy.
[RR] 208 pages | $13.95 | Softbound | 
Illustrated |978-1-942423-05-8

NEW RELEASES

THREE TALKS IN BEND, OREGON
Presents Warren B. Smith at the 2014 Berean 
Call Summer Conference

THE information in these three powerful talks is 
desperately needed in the church today.

Talk #1: “Another Jesus” Calling—Exposes 
some of the many problems regarding Sarah 
Young’s deceptive and dangerous best-selling 
book, Jesus Calling (Ephesians 5:11-13).

Talk #2: A “Wonderful” Deception—A look 
at how today’s church is being “wonderfully” 
deceived (Jeremiah 5:30-31).

Talk #3: The Truth, the Whole Truth—What 
the Bible says about truth and how it is being 
manipulated in today’s church (John 8:31-32).

[TBC-WS-DVD] 
$19.95 | 3 DVDs
978-1-942423-07-2
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NEW RELEASE
STRENGTH FOR TOUGH TIMES 

EXPANDED 2ND EDITION

BY MARIA KNEAS

SURPRISING events have been happening in 
America, and things in which we used to trust 
no longer seem to be reliable. How can we find 
security, peace, and joy under such circumstances?

Only God has enough love, power, and 
faithfulness to be our Defense, our Rescuer, 
and our Refuge. He is the solid Rock on which 
we can safely stand (Psalm 62:5-7). Everything 
else is only “sinking sand.” It promises safety 
for a while, but sooner or later it fails us. 

How can the believer apply these Scriptural principles to everyday life? Strength 
for Tough Times contains practical lessons that were learned the hard way—in the 
furnace of affliction. That is where we discover how much we can trust God. The 
author knows something about affliction because she watched her husband die, and 
she herself is a cancer survivor. She can testify that God is faithful. He loves us, and 
He promises to bring good out of everything that happens to those who love Him 
(Romans 8:28).

[STT-2ND] 132 pages | $11.95 | Softbound | 978-1-942423-10-2
Quantity Discounts Available—

A Rude Awakening
Helping Broken Hearts
Be Cautious and Alert
Trusting God
Be Encouraged!
Common Sense & The  
  Bible

The Train Station
Four Kinds of Soil
Casting Our Cares on God
Blessings in Disguise
The Importance of Love
Taming the Tongue
Resisting the Devil

A Clean Heart
Overcoming Obstacles to   
  Trusting the Lord
Forgiving
Taking God Seriously
Romans 8:28
Facing the Unexpected 

Table of Contents
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SIMPLE ANSWERS—
UNDERSTANDING THE CATHOLIC FAITH
An Evangelical Primer
BY RAY YUNGEN
FOR five hundred years, there has been a theolog-
ical hostility between the Catholic and Protestant 
churches because of a radically different interpreta-
tion of the Christian faith despite some similarities. 
All that has changed dramatically over the last few 
decades as popular and influential evangelical leaders 
have decided that what unites us is greater than 
what divides. But this acceptance ignores crucial 
differences regarding the nature of salvation and 
the relationship between the Christian and God. 

Simple Answers dispels the notion that the Catholic 
faith (including the Catholic approach to salvation) is more or less in tune with the 
historical Protestant faith. The book also gives dire warning about the influence of 
Catholic mysticism on the current evangelical scene and how this could lead many into 
occultic influences. Simple Answers is not just a rehash of the traditional objections 
but challenges Christians on a level they may never have considered before.  [SA] 80 
pages | $9.95 | Softbound |  978-1-942423-11-9 | RELEASE DATE: WINTER 2016

—
Lighthouse Trails is now carrying the 
two-volume set of Tamara Hartzell’s 

Reimagining God: 
Turning the Light Off to Look for “Truth” in 

the Corner of a Dark Round Room
Vol. 1: [RG-1] $22.95 | 490 pages | softbound
Vol. 2: [RG-2] $26.95 | 616 pages | softbound

NEW RELEASES
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SINCE Lighthouse Trails began publishing these 10-18 page 
Booklets, we have distributed over 150,000 of them. We 

hope and pray they are making a difference! Won’t you join 
us in distributing this essential information to people you 
know? We believe it is imperative that people are warned 
about spiritual deception so they will be better equipped 
to  recognize “Satan’s devices” and be strongly influenced 
by the Word of God. The Lighthouse Trails Booklets do 
both of these things.

The Booklets are topical and designed to share with others important truths from 
a biblical perspective.

What is so wonderful about these Booklets is two-fold: one, we are making them 
available at very low prices so just about anyone can afford to buy them (and with 
quantity orders of six or more of the same title, the discount is as much as 50% 
off retail); and two, we are told when they are being handed out to people by our 
readers, people are reading them. That’s the best news of all! 

Each Booklet is written by one of the 35 Lighthouse 
Trails authors. We will be adding new booklet titles 
frequently. These can be purchased individually or in 
bulk at very affordable prices and given out.

EACH BOOKLET IS $1.95 RETAIL 

WITH THE FOLLOWING DISCOUNTS:

6-25: $1.66; 26-50: $1.46; 51-100: $1.27; 

101-150: $1.07; AND OVER 150: 98 CENTS EACH. 

THESE DISCOUNTS ARE FOR BOOKLETS OF THE SAME TITLE.

PRINTED ON HIGH QUALITY, HEAVY GLOSS PAPER 

FULL COLOR COVERS 

5 1/2 INCHES X 8 1/2 INCHES | 10-18 PAGES 

WRITTEN BY ONE OF THE 35 LIGHTHOUSE TRAILS AUTHORS

CAN BE PURCHASED INDIVIDUALLY OR IN BULK 

100 LIGHTHOUSE TRAILS TOPICAL BOOKLETS 
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BOOKLETS CONTEMPLATIVE PRAYER & 
THE SPIRITUAL FORMATION MOVEMENT
LBRT—The Labyrinth Journey by 
Carl Teichrib 
CP—5 Things You Should Know About 
Contemplative Prayer by Ray Yungen
JL-WR—Beth Moore & Priscilla Shirer 
:Their History of Contemplative Prayer 
by John Lanagan
LP-CP—So You Want to Practice “Good” 
Contemplative Prayer? . . .What’s Wrong 
With That? by Lynn Lusby Pratt
LC-DV—Lectio Divina—What it is, 
What it is Not, and Should Christians 
Practice it? (LT Editors)
LP-NG—Big Noisy God! by Lynn Lusby 
Pratt
FOSTER—A Serious Look at Richard 
Foster’s “School” of Contemplative Prayer 
by Ray Yungen
CD-MN—Brennan Manning’s “New 
Monks” & Their Contemplative Mo-
nasticism by John Caddock
SF—Is Your Church Doing Spiritual 
Formation? (Important Reasons Why 
They Shouldn’t) (LT Editors)
EPIC—An Epidemic of Apostasy in the 
Christian Colleges (LT Editors)
CL-DIR—A Directory of Authors 
(Three NOT Recommended Lists) 
by Chris Lawson
BE-STILL—Be Still and Know That You 
Are Not God! by Warren B. Smith
 
ROAD TO ROME (CATHOLICISM)
DD-JC—My Journey Out of Catholicism  
by David Dombrowski
JA—The Jesuit Agenda by Roger Oakland
NW-EZ—The New Evangelization From 
Rome & Finding the True Jesus by R. Oakland

       LBRT                      CP                    JL-WR

       DD-JC                      JA                    NW-EZ

LP-CP                   LC-DV                  LP-NG

    FOSTER               CD-MN                     SF

        EPIC                 CL-DIR               BE-STILL
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BOOKLETS KR-CATH—C is for Catholicism by 
Kevin Reeves 
RY-PF—Pope Francis and the Thomas Mer-
ton Connection by Ray Yungen
RO-CM—The Catholic Mary & Her Eucha-
ristic Christ by Roger Oakland
RO-RW—Rick Warren’s Dangerous Ecu-
menical Path to Rome by Roger Oakland 
(cover on p. 10)
AM-FN—A Former Nun Speaks Candidly 
About Pope Francis, Deception, and Mind 
Control in the Catholic Church by Ann Marie

“NEW’ CHRISTIANITY/EMERGING CHURCH 
EMG—How to Know When the Emerging 
Church Shows Signs of Emerging into Your 
Church by Roger Oakland
NW-MS—The New Missiology: Doing Mis-
sions Without the Gospel by Roger Oakland
NS-EMG—Native Spirituality “Renewal” & 
the Emerging Church by Nanci des Gerlaise
CLTR—Can Cultures be Redeemed? by 
Nanci des Gerlaise
MR-HL—Understanding Paul’s Appeal at 
Mars Hill by Mike Oppenheimer
MD-JW—What You Need to Know about 
Jim Wallis and the Social-Justice Gospel by 
Mary Danielsen
IF—IF it is of God: Answering the Questions 
of IF:Gathering by Cedric Fisher
HC-LJ—They Hate Christianity But Love 
(Another) Jesus (LT Editors)
CT-RLG—Is Religion to Blame?: War, Reli-
gion, & the Interfaith Global Peace Agenda 
by Carl Teichrib
KR-DEC—D is for Deception: The Language 
of the “New” Christianity by Kevin Reeves 
& LT Editors
MD-ALPHA— The Alpha Course, an Evan-
gelical Contradiction by Mary Danielsen 
and Chris Lawson

    KR-CATH              RY-PF                  RO-CM

      KR-DEC          MD-ALPHA            

AM-FN                  EMG                   NW-MS                 

      NS-EMG               CLTR                  MR-HL                

    MD-JW                      IF                      HC-LJ             

CT-RLG
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PURPOSE DRIVEN/SEEKER FRIENDLY
RW-DP—Rick Warren’s Daniel Plan by 
Warren B. Smith
PCE—The Peace of God versus 
the P.E.A.C.E. of Man by David 
Dombrowski

CREATION/EVOLUTION
MK-EVOL—Creation Versus Evolu-
tion: Things They Never Told You by 
Maria Kneas
CT-EARTH—Earth Day: A Total Trans-
formation in a Post-Christian World by 
Carl Teichrib
RO-ENV—A Christian Perspective on 
the Environment by Roger Oakland

HOMOSEXUALITY
JL-MB—The Message “Bible”—A 
Breach of Truth by John Lanagan
MC-6Q—6 Questions Every Gay Person 
Should Ask by Michael Carter

GOD’S WORD “THROUGH IT ALL” BY 
WARREN B. SMITH
REJOICE—Rejoicing Through it All
WS-PRZ—Praising God Through it All
WS-TF—Being Thankful Through 
it All
WS-STF—Standing Fast Through it All
WS-BLESS—Blessings Through it All
WS-HOPE—Remaining Hopeful 
Through it All
WS-FTH—Remaining Faithful 
Through it All
WS-TR—Trusting God Through It All

BOOKLETS 

       RW-DP                   PCE                 MK-EVOL

  CT-EARTH              RO-ENV                JL-MB              

      MC-6Q               REJOICE              WS-PRZ                

      WS-TF                WS-STF                WS-BLESS               

    WS-HOPE            WS-FTH                WS-TR
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BOOKLETS 
FALSE SIGNS & WONDERS

VIS—“I Just Had a Vision!” by Kevin 
Reeves
JL-BTH—The New Age Propensities of 
Bethel Church’s Bill John by John Lanagan
WS-HL—False Revival Coming?—Holy 
Laughter or Strong Delusion? by Warren B. 
Smith
WCG—10 Questions for those who claim 
The “Supreme Beings” of the Nations Are 
the True God by Sandy Simpson
MD-KCP—The Perfect Storm of Apostasy: The 
Kansas City Prophets and Other Latter-Day 
Prognosticators by Mary Danielsen
KR-SL—Slain in the Spirit: Is it a Biblical 
Practice? by Kevin Reeves
DF-WF—Ten Word of Faith Doctrines 
Weighed Against Scripture by Danny Frigulti
BR-BB—Beware of Bethel by Bill Randles
DD-SW—Signs & Wonders! 5 Things 
You Should Consider by David Dom-
browski

ISRAEL & THE JEWS
TP-KJ—Who Really Killed Jesus?  by 
Tony Pearce
CHSLM—Chrislam: The Blending To-
gether of Islam & Christianity by Mike 
Oppenheimer
EM—Christians in Holland in 1941: 
“Should We Help Save the Jews?” (Obeying 
God or Man) by Diet Eman
ISRL—Israel—Replacing What God 
Has Not  by Mike Oppenheimer
HH—When Hitler Was in Power by Anita 
Dittman

           VIS                   JL-BTH                WS-HL

         WCG                 MD-KCP               KR-SL

        DF-WF                  BR-BB              DD-SW                 

         TP-KJ                CHSLM                   EM                 

        ISRL                        HH                            

Single Copy 
Price $1.95
See page 10
for quantity 
discounts on 
all BOOKLETS
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BOOKLETS NEW AGE & ITS PRACTICES
RY-NA—Understanding the New Age, 
Meditation, and the Higher Self by 
Ray Yungen
RKI—The Truth About Energy Healing 
by Ray Yungen
AA—The “Spiritual” Truth About Al-
coholics Anonymous by John Lanagan
GR-RD—Confused by an Angel: The 
Dilemma of Roma Downey’s New Age 
Beliefs by Greg Reid
WS-OPR—Oprah Winfrey’s New Age 
Christianity Part 1: And The Emporer’s 
New Cothes by Warren B. Smith
WS-OPW—Oprah Winfrey’s New Age 
“Christianity” Part 2: Neale Donald Walsch, 
“God,” & Hitler by Warren B. Smith
SHACK—The Shack & Its New Age 
Leaven by Warren B. Smith
INDIA—A Trip to India—to Learn the 
Truth About Hinduism and Yoga by 
Caryl Matrisciana
RY-MR—The Mystical Revolution by 
Ray Yungen
RY-YGA—Yoga: Exercise or Religion—
Does it Matter? by Ray Yungen
CL-YAC—Yoga & Christianity: Are They 
Compatible? by Chris Lawson
RY-MEDI—Meditation! Pathway to 
Wellness or Doorway to the Occult? by 
Ray Yungen
RY-BAILEY—Alice Bailey, “Mother” of 
the New Age Movement by Ray Yungen
MK-JL—Goddess Worship in America by 
Maria Kneas and John Lanagan
LP-COLOR—Mandala Color Books: 
Relaxing Fun or A Tool for New Age 
Meditation? by Lois Putnam
SWEET—Leonard Sweet: Christian 
Leader or New Age Sympathizer by 
Warren B. Smith (cover not shown—
release date: 9/1/16)

        RY-NA                    RKI                       AA

RY-BAILEY                   

  GR-RD                WS-OPR             WS-OPW

     SHACK                   INDIA                  RY-MR

      RY-YGA                CL-YAC             RY-MEDI             

LP-COLOR                 MK-JL
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BOOKLETS HARRY A. IRONSIDE
IR-RDP—Redemption 
IR-RGN—Regeneration: “Ye Must Be 
Born Again.” 
IR-GOSPEL—What is the Gospel? 
IR-WHO—For God So Loved the World 
That . . . Whosoever! 
IR-JST—What Does it Mean to Be 
Justified by God? 

JESUS CALLING (WARREN B. SMITH)
WS-NA-JC—The New Age Implica-
tions of Jesus Calling
WS-JC—Changing Jesus Calling 
WS-10-RS—10 Scriptural Reasons 
Why Jesus Calling is a Dangerous Book

FAITH & THE CHURCH
DD-PRT—Preparing for Perilous Times 
and Finding God’s Peace in the Midst of 
Them by David Dombrowski 
BK-AMR—The Unseen Foe Behind Rising 
Evil & Putting on the Armor of God by 
Berit Kjos
CF-AW—The Unacknowledged War 
and the Wearing Down of the Saints by 
Cedric Fisher
MK-TR—Overcoming Obstacles to 
Trusting the Lord by Maria Kneas
MO-DC—Did Jesus Identify Himself 
as God? by Mike Oppenheimer
ST-GP—Setting Aside the Power of the 
Gospel for a Powerless Substitute by David 
Dombrowski
WS-WG—The Awesome Wonder of 
God’s Word by Warren B. Smith

      MO-DC                  ST-GP                 WS-WG                

     IR-RDP                  IR-RGN           IR-GOSPEL

     IR-WHO                 IR-JST             WS-NA-JC

     BK-AMR                 CF-AW               MK-TR

       WS-JC                WS-10-RS              DD-PRT
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      BK-OC                    BK-CC                 LN-MA

TRUTH—Truth or Consequences By 
Warren B. Smith
DD-CLR—Dear Christian Leader: Have 
You Grown Careless Toward the Gospel? 
by David Dombrowski
CL-SA—Questionnaire: Are You Be-
ing  Spiritually Abused? by Chris 
Lawson
LT—The Story Behind Lighthouse Trails

PROTECTING CHILDREN
PTC—5 Things You Can Do to Protect 
Your Kids From Sexual Predators by 
Patrick Crough
GR-8—8 Things You Should Know 
About Sexually Abused Boys by 
Greg Reid
BK-OC—Popular Books That Introduce 
Children to the Occult by Berit Kjos
BK-CC—A “Common Core” for a 
Global Community by Berit Kjos
LN-MA—The Dangers & Deception 
of the Martial Arts by Linda Nathan

BOOKLETS 

      TRUTH                DD-CLR                  CL-SA

           LT                        PTC                      GR-8

UPCOMING BOOKLET TOPICS
Check out our website or journal for their availability.

We include an updated list of all our booklets in our Research Journal (see page 66).

Taize Worship (Lawson)
Teresa of Avila (Carolyn Greene)
Exposing Error and Matthew 18 (Iron-
side)
The Circle Maker/Circle Making by 
Various Authors
Poems and Thoughts From the Soviet 
Gulags (Vins)
Various topics (Tamara Hartzell)
(author of Reimagining God)

Topics on Israel & the Jews (Tony 
Pearce)
Reaching the Millennials (Oakland)
Topics from Like Lambs to the Slaugh-
ter (Johanna Michaelsen)
The Parliament of the World’s Religions 
(Teichrib)
What is the Bible and Can I Trust It? 
(Oppenheimer)
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BOOKLET PACKS
  BUY TOGETHER & SAVE

False Signs & Wonders Pack
Includes these 8 Booklets:

VIS MD-KCP
JL-BTH WCG
KR-SL BR-BB
WS-HL DF-WF
[BKT-FS-PK] $15.60   $13.30

Word of God Pack
Includes these 5 Booklets:

WS-WG IR-RGN 
TRUTH IR-WHO
ST-GP 
[BKT-WD-PK] $9.75  $8.30

Mega Value Pack
Includes all 100 Booklets:

[BKT-PK-ALL] 
$195.00      $128.00

See Dozens of Other
LT Booklet Packs Online

Bundled by Topic & Author
www.lighthousetrails.com

Protecting Children Pack
Includes these 5 Booklets:

GR-8 BK-OC
BK-CC PTC
LN-MA  
[BKT-PTC-PK] $9.75  $8.30

Road to Rome Pack
Includes these 6 Booklets:

MK-TR ST-GP
JA DD-JC
NW-EZ AM-FN
[BKT-CTH-PK] $11.70  $9.96

Yoga Pack
Includes these 5 Booklets:

RY-YGA RY-MR
CL-YGA INDIA
RW-DP  
[BKT-YGA-PK] $9.75  $8.30

New Age Pack #1
Includes these 8 Booklets:

CL-YAC CL-DIR
SHACK JL-BTH
RKI RW-DP
LN-MA RY-NA 
[BKT-NA-PK-1 $15.60  $13.30
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FAITH UNDONE
BY ROGER OAKLAND 

IS the emerging church movement just another pass-
ing fad, a more contemporary approach to church, 
or a bunch of disillusioned young people looking for 
answers? In fact, it is much broader than this and 
is influencing Christianity to a significant degree. 
Grounded in a centuries-old mystical approach, 
this movement is powerful, yet highly deceptive, as 
it draws its energy from practices and experiences 
that are foreign to traditional evangelical Christian-
ity. The path that the emerging church is taking is 
leading right into the arms of Roman Catholicism 
and ultimately to an interfaith perspective that has 
prophetically profound ramifications. [FA] 264 pages | $14.95 |978-0-9791315-1-6 

Also available in Spanish: La Fe Desachada [LFD ] $14.95 |978-9791315-8-5

THE NEW SPIRITUALITY

[ATOD]248 pages
$14.95
978-0-9721512-7-6 

A revealing account of the contemplative prayer 
movement that has infiltrated much of the church 
today through Spiritual Formation programs. Ex-
poses the subtle strategies to compromise the Gos-
pel message with Eastern mystical practices cloaked 
under evangelical terminology and wrappings. 

A TIME OF DEPARTING
BY RAY YUNGEN

A Time of Departing is also available in Spanish: Un Tiempo del Aposta-
sia ([UN-AL] $14.95 | 978-0-9895093-1-2
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BEWARE THE BRIDGERS!
AUDIO CD—Interview with radio host Ingrid Schlueter 
and Lighthouse Trails editor Deborah Dombrowski, talking 
about those who claim to be orthodox Christians but yet 
are building bridges to the emerging church. [BWB] 48 
minute radio interview | $5.95 | CD

THE NEW SPIRITUALITY

EXPOSING THE QUANTUM LIE 
WITH BOB DEWAAY AND WARREN B. SMITH

 
THE church and the world are being offered a new Chris-
tianity, and millions of people are buying into it. But when 
the outer layers of this New Spirituality are stripped away, 
what lies beneath is the Quantum Lie that started in the 
Garden of Eden. This deception will play out as the Bible 
predicts until the return of Jesus Christ to a world that has 
become completely deceived into believing that God is in 
everything.  [QL] About 4 hours of lecture in 4 DVDs 
| $29.95 | SALE PRICE: $18.00 | 978-0-9824881-5-7

WIDE IS THE GATE VOL. 1 AND 2
BY CARYL PRODUCTIONS

VOLUME 1: The Counterfeit Church, Biblical 
Christianity, The Evolving New Age, 
Christianized New Age Spiritually, The New 
Age in Media [WD-GT-1] Approx. 4 hours | 
$29.95  | DVD

VOLUME 2: Youth Movements & The Social Gos-
pel, Roman Catholicism, Reformed Theology, 
Contemplative Mystical Movement [WD-
GT-2] Approx. 3.5 hours |$29.95 | DVD

For Volume 3, see page 26.
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IN The Emerging Church—Part One: Man’s Spiritual Journey, 
Past, Present and Future, Roger documents Satan’s three-legged 
stool plan, which was introduced at the Tower of Babel and is 
being re-introduced today. This plan is setting the world up for a 
one-world government, a one-world economy, and a one-world 
religion just as Bible prophecy reveals will take place in the last 
days.  [EC-1] 70 Minutes | $14.95 | DVD | 978-0-
9895093-4-3

IN The Emerging Church—Part Two: Road to Rome, Roger 
presents documentation to show that many worshipers are 
being drawn into the Roman Catholic New Evangelization 
program without being aware of it. Icons, incense, candles, 
sacraments, and images are preparing the way for the revela-
tion of the Roman Catholic Eucharistic Christ.  [EC-2] 70 
Minutes | $14.95 | DVD | 978-0-9895093-7-4

THE Emerging Church—Part Three: Road to Babylon addresses 
the fast growing emerging church movement, showing how it 
is seducing this generation and leading it toward a false one 
world religious system. This DVD documents the present-day 
contemplative prayer movement that the emerging church is 
heavily promoting and implementing.  [EC-3] 70 Minutes | 
$14.95 | DVD | 978-0-9895093-8-1

IN The Emerging Church—Part Four: Proclaiming the Gospel in 
the Midst of Last Days Apostasy, Roger shows that we are living 
during the very time when “strong delusion” of the last days 
is underway. While revealing the dangers and pitfalls of pur-
pose-driven, emerging, and contemplative Christianity, Roger 
encourages Bible believing Christians to boldly stand for the 
truth and to be witnesses for Jesus Christ.  [EC-4] 70 Minutes 
| $14.95 | DVD | 978-0-9895093-9-8

EMERGING CHURCH LECTURE SERIES—4 DVDS
FEATURING ROGER OAKLAND

BUY WHOLE SET FOR JUST $49.95 [EC-F]

THE NEW SPIRITUALITY
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THE NEW SPIRITUALITY

THE NEW FACE OF MYSTICAL SPIRITUALITY
3-DVD LECTURE SERIES WITH RAY YUNGEN

 THE EMERGING CHURCH & INTERSPIRITUALITY
IN this talk, Ray Yungen unmasks the spirituality behind the 
emerging church movement—its direct ties to the New Age 
movement. It is essential that every believer knows what the 
emerging church is all about and how this “new spirituality” is 
replacing the biblical Gospel of Jesus Christ with a mystical uni-
versalistic gospel that undermines the Cross and the foundations 
of true Christianity. [NFM-EC] 35 minutes | $14.95 | DVD | 
978-0-9824881-3-3

CONTEMPLATIVE PRAYER
IN his clear and understandable style, Ray Yungen explains the 
dynamics of contemplative prayer. Unlike biblical prayer, this 
“new” form of prayer halts the normal flow of thought processes 
and takes the participant into a mystical state as is practiced in  
eastern mysticism. Although promising much in the realm of inti-
macy with God, you will learn how this practice delivers a package 
of seducing spirits and a pantheistic view that is characteristic of 
the New Age. [NFM-CP] 50 minutes |$14.95 | DVD | 978-
0-9824881-2-6

THE INVISIBLE DENOMINATION: THE NEW AGE

THE New Age movement can be likened to “an old melody 
played by a new band.” What makes this new band significant 
for our times is that over forty million people, in the US alone, 
are now dancing to its melody. Ray Yungen examines the 
source and nature of this modern spiritual movement and gives 
credible evidence to its widespread influence in our culture. 
Yungen refers to this spirituality as the invisible denomination 
because it is found in business, health and fitness, education, 
and religion. [NFM-ID] 45 minutes |$14.95 | DVD | 
978-0-9824881-1-9

 BUY ALL 3 DVDS AND SAVE—$36.95 [NFM]

TWO LIGHTHOUSE TRAILS NOVELS
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THE 1ST NOVEL EVER TO WARN OF THE SPIRITUAL 
FORMATION MOVEMENT

CASTLES IN THE SAND 
BY CAROLYN A. GREENE
WHEN the horse-loving, day-dreaming Tessa Daw-
son enters a Christian college, she is introduced to the 
writings of 16th century Teresa of Avila by her spiritual 
formation professor. Soon Tessa’s life is dramatically 
affected as she delves into “Christian mysticism.” When 
she ventures deeper into this spirituality, her grandfather 
and a mysterious young man set out to reach her. But 
will they be able to help her before it’s too late? [CS] 

224 pages | $12.95 | 978-0-9791315-4-7

DANGEROUS ILLUSIONS
BY CAROLYN A. GREENE & ZACK TAYLOR
The Sequel to Carolyn Greene’s Castles in the Sand

WITH the death of its long-time pastor, Sheep Gate 
Lane Church’s membership drops and is fast becom-
ing a relic of the past. Desperate for a resurgence and 
renewal, the deacons cast a wide net, hoping to reel 
in a new and invigorating pastor. At the sudden ap-
pearance of young, exuberant William “Chip” Davis, 
church attendance soars and the offering basket is full 
to overflowing. Loved by everyone, Chip’s vibrancy and 
his unconventional ideas are turning Sheep Gate Lane 
Church into the county center of a revival movement.

But insidious forces are at work behind the veneer of success. Subtly merging tradi-
tional Christianity with pseudo-Christian mysticism, Chip slowly reveals the wolf 
beneath his sheep’s apparel. When he is joined at the church podium by a mysterious 
nun who has plans of her own, the entire congregation is caught in the maelstrom of 
false religion and finds itself in a very real spiritual war. [DI] 288 pages |  $14.95 | 
978-0-9895093-5-0

                

THE NEW SPIRITUALITYTWO LIGHTHOUSE TRAILS NOVELS

BUY BOTH NOVELS AND SAVE! $27.90 $19.95 FOR SET [CS-DI]
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PURPOSE DRIVEN

WARNS about the serious New Age implications of Rick 
Warren’s book The Purpose Driven Life. As Rick Warren 
goes worldwide with his purpose-driven global P.E.A.C.E. 
plan, Smith presents an in-depth examination of this 
mega-church pastor’s spiritual agenda and how this plan 
could eventually merge with the New Age Peace plan that 
is being similarly presented by key New Age leaders. [DP] 
212 pages | $14.95 | Mountain Stream Press

DECEIVED ON PURPOSE 
BY WARREN B. SMITH

A “WONDERFUL” DECEPTION BY WARREN B. SMITH
FIVE years after writing Deceived on Purpose, former 
New Age follower Warren Smith continues to reveal how 
Christian leaders—wittingly or unwittingly—are leading 
the church into a spiritual trap. A “Wonderful” Deception 
examines church metaphors, concepts, and beliefs that 
are essentially the same as those being used in today’s 
New Age teachings. And while biblical prophecy is be-
ing minimized and explained away, the “new science” is 
being used to prepare the world—and the church—to 
accept a New Spirituality and a false New Age Christ. 
[AWD] 232 pages | $14.95 |  Mountain Stream Press

RICK WARREN’S PANACEA: A FIG LEAF P.E.A.C.E. PLAN—DVD
WITH MIKE OPPENHEIMER
WHY is there such controversy surrounding Rick Warren 
and his Purpose Driven teaching and P.E.A.C.E. Plan? 
This lecture DVD shows systematically what Warren has 
progressed into and where he is taking the church. In this 
video, Mike Oppenheimer answers why Warren’s fig leaf 
P.E.A.C.E. Plan produces works without fruit and misleads 
the church off the narrow road we are to be on. [RWPP]  
Approx. 45 min. | $19.95 | CATALOG PRICE $15.95 | 
DVD | 978-1-942423-14-0
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CREATION VS. EVOLUTION

A feature-length Discovery-quality documentary. Stunning 
nature footage, scientific insights, and Scripture combine to 
reveal the wonders of our Creator as observed throughout 
His creation. God of Wonders DVD illustrates that God, 
the Creator, is indeed separate from man. The wonder 
of God’s magnificent power and wisdom is exceedingly 
above man’s. [GW] 85 Minutes  | $19.95 | DVD | 
The Berean Call

GOD OF WONDERS       

SEARCHING FOR THE TRUTH ON ORIGINS      
14 MESSAGES ON 4 DVDS—OVER 10 HOURS OF LECTURE 
BY ROGER OAKLAND
THE controversy surrounding the origin and history 
of life has always triggered heated debate between support-
ers of the two opposing views . . . Creation and Evolution. 
Evolutionists claim their beliefs are scientific and accurate, 
proclaiming their theory as an indisputable fact. Creationists 
maintain their perspective is logical and can be supported by 

the observable evidence. Searching for the Truth on Origins will answer your questions 
about origins based on the facts. Further, the series reveals the impact of the evolutionary 
view on human morality and spirituality from a biblical point of view. It also provides 
insight about the role evolution plays in preparing the world for the future as foretold in 
the Bible. Finally, the series concludes by explaining how the evidence for creation can 
be used as an evangelistic tool. [TROR] 600+ minutes | 14 lectures | $39.95 | 4 DVDs 
| 978-0-9846366-6-2

THE EVOLUTION CONSPIRACY—THE FILM
Caryl Matrisciana’s classic film from 1988 unmasks fraud-
ulent cover-ups, wild speculations, and deceitful myths that 
have been presented as the absolute “facts” of evolution. 
Should evolutionism, the foundational faith of eastern 
mystical thought, be taught in schools as science, when 
Creationism, the foundational belief of Judeo-Christiani-
ty, has been expelled? [EV-DVD] Approx. 55 minutes | 
$19.95  | DVD | Caryl Productions
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FALSE SIGNS & WONDERS

A COMPELLING and deeply personal account of a 
young man’s spiritual plunge into a movement called 
“the River,” which claims to be spreading the kingdom of 
God through signs and wonders. Sometimes referred to 
as the River revival, the Third Wave, or the Latter Rain, 
this movement is marked by bizarre manifestations, false 
prophecies, and esoteric revelations. Warnings of divine 
retribution keep many adherents in bondage, afraid to 
speak out or even question those things they are taught 

and are witness to. [OSR] 232 pages | $12.95 | 978-0-9791315-0-9

THE OTHER SIDE OF THE RIVER 
BY KEVIN REEVES

WILES OF THE DEVIL
WITH ROGER OAKLAND

LEARN how to discern. Satan’s most effective plans are 
in operation today, deceiving millions. Even Christians 
have been influenced by the enemy’s clever schemes to 
make them ineffective in these last days.  [WD]  1 hour 
| $14.95 | CATALOG PRICE: $10.00 |DVD | 978-1-
942423-08-9 

WIDE IS THE GATE: VOLUME 3—DVD
COVERING THESE TOPICS: THE HOLY SPIRIT, GIFTS OF THE HOLY SPIRIT, FIVE FOLD 
MINISTRY, MUSIC, GOD CHASERS AND MYSTERY SCHOOLS, MYSTICAL DIVINE WITHIN,

LITTLE GODS IN THE END-TIMES BATTLE

FILM maker and journalist Caryl Matrisciana interviews 
well-known authors and experts in the 3rd Wide is the 
Gate DVD series. [WD-GT-3] 7 episodes | Over 5 
hours long | Retail: $39.95 | OUR PRICE: $29.95 
| 2 DVDs | Caryl Productions

$6.00 FLAT RATE SHIPPING TO ALL U.S. ADDRESSES
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UNDERSTANDING THE NEW AGE

THE compelling biography of Caryl Matrisci-
ana, who was born and raised in India. Caryl 
saw firsthand the effects that Hinduism had on 
the people of that nation. After leaving India 
as a young adult, she became involved in the 
counter-culture New Age movement, only to find 
that the elements of Hinduism and the New Age 
were very much the same. Later as a Christian, 
Caryl discovered that this same spirituality had 
entered the Christian church through various 
avenues. This book is not only a fascinating story but is packed with information 
on the New Age movement and shows how it is entering the Christian church. 
[OIA] 248 pages | photos | $13.95 | Revised and expanded from the 
best-selling book, God’s of the New Age | 978-0-9791315-3-0

 A Lighthouse Trails Apologetics Biography
OUT OF INDIA

BY CARYL MATRISCIANA

YOGA UNCOILED
ONCE viewed by Christians as a pagan import 
from the East, Yoga has now become mainstream in 
the church through “Christ-centered” Yoga classes 
designed to help improve spirituality and experi-
ence “the presence of God.” But is Yoga’s mysticism 
compatible with historic Christianity? Film maker, 
Caryl Matrisciana returns to her native land, India, 
to search for truth among India’s leading experts and 
examines what Christian Yoga practitioners in the 
West are saying about their Yoga participation. She 
also interviews a “Christian Yoga” instructor in the 
film. As with all Caryl’s films, Yoga Uncoiled is high 

quality, well documented, and convincing. [YG-DVD] 80 minutes | $22.95 | 
DVD | Caryl Productions | A documentary film
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MOST people believe the New Age has been long gone 
from our society, and if practiced at all now it is only by 
unconventional fringe types. For Many Shall Come in My 
Name reveals this is not the case. In fact, quite the opposite 
has occurred. The New Age movement (a term not nor-
mally used by its proponents) has permeated virtually all 
aspects of our society. This “Ancient Wisdom” spirituality 
can be quite readily encountered in the following fields: 
Business, Education, Health, Self-Help, Religion, and Arts 
& Entertainment. This book examines them all. [FMSC] 

224 pages | $13.95 |978-0-9721512-9-0

FOR MANY SHALL COME IN MY NAME
 BY RAY YUNGEN

STANDING FAST IN THE LAST DAYS
IN Standing Fast in the Last Days, Warren B. Smith speaks to 
800 pastors, warning them of the spiritual deception that has 
entered the church through the New Age/New Spirituality. 
Warren exposes what may be the signs of a great falling away 
that the Bible has predicted will happen in the days before 
Christ’s return. [STF] 57 minutes | $12.95  | CATALOG 
PRICE $9.00 | DVD | 978-0-9791315-9-2

UNDERSTANDING THE NEW AGE

WARREN Smith was a spiritual seeker. That journey 
led him down a yellow-brick road of pied-piper spirits, 
landing him in a metaphysical New Age where the Christ 
proclaimed wasn’t the real Christ at all. Following signs and 
wonders, he jumped through spiritual hoops with almost 
flawless precision, until one day he realized that the light 
he was following was not light at all but rather darkness. 
Smith shares his story in a most compelling way. [LTWD] 
168 pages | $14.95 | Mountain Stream Press 

THE LIGHT THAT WAS DARK 
BY WARREN B. SMITH
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MANY church leaders believe that Antichrist is alive 
and well and in the world today. But what is being left 
out of the discussion is how this coming false “Christ” 
has already mainstreamed his New Age/New Spirituality 
Gospel into the world and into the church. False Christ 
Coming—Does Anybody Care? describes the deceptive 
teachings that undergird Antichrist’s deceptive Peace 
Plan. This book is a reprint of Warren B. Smith’s book, 
Reinventing Jesus Christ. [FCC] 160 pages | $14.95 | 
Mountain Stream Press

FALSE CHRIST COMING—DOES ANYBODY CARE?  
BY WARREN B. SMITH

YOGA & THE BODY OF CHRIST BY DAVE HUNT
PROMISING to bring peace, healing, and wholeness 
(even prosperity!) to its practitioners, readers will be 
shocked to discover that Yoga is, in fact, based on the 
worship of unholy spirits that manifest in extraordinary 
and dangerous ways. [YG-BK] 170 pages |  $8.95 | The 
Berean Call | Also available in audio book (Mp3 $8.95 
[YGMP3] OR CD (4 DISCS) $14.95 [YGAU]

UNDERSTANDING THE NEW AGE

DEATH OF A GURU BY RABI MAHARAJ
RABI R. Maharaj came from a long line of Brahmin priests 
and gurus and trained as a yogi. He meditated for many hours 
each day, but gradually disillusionment set in. In this biography, 
Rabi describes Hindu life and custom, vividly and honestly 
tracing his difficult search for meaning and his struggle to 
choose between Hinduism and Christianity. [GRU] 208 pages 
| $12.95 | Harvest House

AT A TIME WHEN EASTERN MYSTICISM, RELIGION, 
AND PHILOSOPHY FASCINATE MANY IN THE WEST, 
MAHARAJ OFFERS IMPORTANT INSIGHTS FROM THE 
PERSPECTIVE OF HIS OWN EXPERIENCE.
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THE ROAD TO ROME

CHRISTIANS think that the Christian tradition of 
communion is the same as the Catholic tradition of 
the Eucharist. But this is not so. The Eucharist (i.e., 
Transubstantiation) is a Catholic term for communion 
when the bread and the wine actually become the 
very body and blood of Jesus Christ, thus when taken 
the partaker supposedly experiences the presence of 
God. These transformed elements are placed in what 
is called a monstrance and can then be worshiped as if 
worshiping God Himself. The implications are tied in 
with salvation. With the Eucharist, salvation becomes 
sacramental (participation in a ritual) as opposed to 
justification by faith in Christ alone. While this mystical 

experience called the Eucharist cannot be upheld through Scripture, there appears 
to be an increase of interest by evangelical Christians towards this practice. [AJ] 
192 pages | $12.95  | CATALOG PRICE: $9.95 |978-0-9791315-2-3  

ANOTHER JESUS? BY ROGER OAKLAND

QUEEN OF ALL BY ROGER OAKLAND

QUEEN of Rome, Queen of Islam, Queen of All: The 
Marian apparitions’ plan to unite all religions under 
the Roman Catholic Church. According to the Book 
of Revelation, a woman will reign over the kings of the 
earth in the final days. The apostle John marveled with 
great amazement, when he saw the woman who says 
in her heart, “I sit a queen” [Revelation 18:7]. We are 
even told that she will sit over the nations [Revelation 
17:15]. The prophet Isaiah also foresaw a woman who 
is called “The Lady of Kingdoms” [Isaiah 47]. Ironical-
ly, Isaiah predicts that her true identity would remain concealed until the very end.

Who is this Queen and Lady? How could she possibly encompass nations and 
kingdoms? What will be her fate and the fate of those who follow her? Queen of 
All  presents the answers found in the Scriptures to these and other questions. 
[QA] 154 pages | $11.00 | Eternal Productions
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NATIVE SPIRITUALITY
STORIES FROM INDIAN WIGWAMS AND NORTHERN CAMPFIRES

EGERTON Ryerson Young was 27 years old when 
he received a commission to become a missionary to 
the Canadian Indians. Young’s deep and obvious love 
and respect for the Indians, and his efforts to bring 
to them the Gospel of Jesus Christ, are written in the 
pages of this book. Stories from Indian Wigwams and 
Northern Campfires will educate those unfamiliar with 
the incredible ways of survival and existence among the 
Native people of Canada in the 19th century and will 
inspire believers to serve the Lord more wholeheart-
edly. Foreword by Lighthouse Trails author, Nanci Des 
Gerlaise (Muddy Waters). As far as we know, this is the 
only currently published edition where the text is not 
a photocopy of the original but is a high quality first-generation edition. 
[WGWM] Includes over 40 photos and illustrations | 328 pages 
| $15.95 | 978-0-9846366-1-7

I’LL NEVER GO BACK
IN Muddy Waters, Cree author Nanci Des Gerlaise talks 
about a former shaman Native, Chief Shoefoot and his 
conversion to Christianity. This DVD (also available in 
VHS), I’ll Never Go Back! is an unforgettable interview 
with Shoefoot. What he describes is coming into the 
church!  [NGB-DVD] 54 minutes | $15.95 | DVD
($1 for VHS) | Don Shire Ministries

THE TALIABO STORY
HIDDEN on a remote island of Indonesia, the Taliabo people 
lived in constant fear. For generations they searched for eternal life, 
always defeated by the thing they feared most—death. Witness 
the tremendous impact the Gospel had on them. [TLBO] 35+ 
minutes | $19.95 | OUR PRICE $14.95 | DVD | New Tribes 

A tool for All missionAries who wAnt to spreAd the Gospel!
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MANY Christians see no problem combining the beliefs and 
practices of Native American Spirituality with their view of 
Christianity. But Nanci Des Gerlaise knows differently. Raised 
on a Metis settlement with fifteen brothers and sisters, Nanci’s 
childhood and young adult life was riddled with terrors that 
come with being the daughter and granddaughter of medi-
cine men. Muddy Waters is the biography of this Cree Native 
American woman, who after years of struggle, oppression, 
and spiritual darkness found light and truth in the One who 
offered her freedom.

But Muddy Waters is not just a biography. It also delves deeply into the framework of 
Native Spirituality and warns that in incorporating its practices into Christianity, the 
Gospel, which is “the power of God unto salvation” (Romans 1:16), is being pushed 
aside, leaving countless numbers of people without the sure hope that only comes 
through knowing Jesus Christ. [MW] Illustrated | 232 pages | $14.95 | 978-0-
9846366-4-8

AN INSIDER’S VIEW OF NORTH AMERICAN NATIVE SPIRITUALITY

MUDDY WATERS
BY NANCI DES GERLAISE

NATIVE SPIRITUALITY

THE FIRST NATIONS MOVEMENT—
DECEIVING THE NATIONS 

FOUR lectures on 2 DVDs featuring Mike Op-
penheimer and Sandy Simpson and their in-depth 
research regarding the First Nations Movement and 
World Christian Gatherings of Indigenous Peoples. 
[FNM] Over 3.5 hours long | $21.95 | DVD | 
978-1-942423-15-7 

$6.00 FLAT RATE SHIPPING 
TO ALL U.S. ADDRESSES
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THE true story of a young woman who discovers her children 
have become victims of child pornography. From a hitchhiking hippie 
of the seventies to a young Christian mom who must flee the country 
and go into hiding to protect her children, you will embark with her 
on a most unforgettable journey. Catherine Brown is her pen name. 
This special 2nd edition has family photos. [LCM] 160 pages | 
$12.95 | CATALOG PRICE: $9.75 | 978-0-9721512-6-9

LAUGHTER CALLS ME BY CATHERINE BROWN

HOW TO PROTECT YOUR CHILD FROM THE 
NEW AGE AND SPIRITUAL DECEPTION 
BY BERIT KJOS

A necessary resource for all parents, grandpar-
ents, and teachers! Provides information on how 
our children are being targeted and pulled into 
deception and is packed with dozens of practical 
and biblical tips on how to protect them.

How can we equip our children so they do not become 
spiritually deceived and fall into this world-wide agenda? 
And how can we teach them to have the courage to say 

no to seductive enticements? There is an answer! We can teach our children to know 
Truth, so they will discern the counterfeit. And we can teach them how to spot the New 
Age/New Spirituality and to understand the serious implications that occur when it is 
embraced.  [HPC] 336 pages | $14.95 |  97809846366-3-1

PROTECTING CHILDREN

STOLEN FROM MY ARMS BY KATHERINE SAPIENZA
WHEN Katie Sapienza’s six-year-old son is kidnapped by his 
estranged non-custodial father and taken to a foreign country, Ka-
tie’s world falls apart. Leaving her California home, Katie flies half 
way around the world. She finds herself hopelessly embroiled in a 
corrupt Italian legal system. Plan after plan to legally retake her son 
fails. When three years pass (and granted only limited supervised 
visits with her son), Katie decides she must take a different course 
of action—a dangerous one, a very dangerous one. A true, suspenseful, edge-of-your-seat, 
heart-rending story, which illustrates God’s mercy and redemption. [STL] 288 pages | With 
photos | $14.95 | SALE PRICE $5.95 | 978-09846366-0-0
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PROTECTING CHILDREN

SEDUCERS AMONG OUR CHILDREN 
BY PATRICK CROUGH

FROM A POLICE INVESTIGATORS PERSPECTIVE

COUNTLESS numbers of children will be sexually 
abused by the time they reach their 18th birthday. Sadly, 
most parents won’t even see it coming. They don’t realize 
that sexual predators of children are often friendly, help-
ful, and attentive, drawing in a child, not by force but 
rather through enticing seduction. A practical, simple, but 
compelling, presentation of how child predators operate in 
today’s society, educating concerned parents about how to 
recognize when a child predator is in their midst, how to protect children from that 
predator, how to recognize if their child has already been offended by a predator, and 
what to do if their child discloses he or she has been offended by a predator. [SAOC] 
272 pages | $14.95 | CATALOG PRICE: $11.00 | 978-0-9846366-5-5 

THE COLOR OF PAIN BY GREGORY R. REID 
BOYS WHO ARE SEXUALLY ABUSED AND THE MEN THEY BECOME
ONE in every six boys is sexually abused. That’s just the ones 
who eventually tell their secret. The Color of Pain speaks to 
the professionals, pastors, and loved ones as well as to the 
boys and men who were abused. Presenting a combination 
of some of the facts that most don’t think about and some 
of the pain that most won’t talk about. Whether you are one 
of the abused or someone who knows someone abused, this 
book is a moving, encouraging, and necessary read. [CPN] 
114 pages |  $10.95 | 978-0-9824881-7-1

The Color of Pain in Spanish—El Color del Dolor—$10.95 [ECDD] 978-
0-9895093-0-5

WHEN CHILDREN FALL VICTIM TO SEXUAL 
PREDATORS ON THE INTERNET
AN informative and helpful radio interview with the 
author of Seducers Among Our Children, Patrick Crough 
[JM-PC] 54 minutes | $5.95 | CD
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THE GOSPEL IN BONDS 
BY GEORGI VINS (A TRUE STORY)

GEORGI Vins was a Baptist preacher who was imprisoned 
for a total of eight years in Soviet concentration camps 
for his faith in Christ. The Gospel in Bonds is the riveting 
story of what happened to a tiny copy of the Gospel of 
Mark that was secreted to him in a Siberian prison camp. 
Translated from Georgi Vins’ personal account of his 
last years in Russia, The Gospel in Bonds offers glimpses 
into the heart of a Christian prisoner who trusted God’s 
faithfulness in dangerous situations. This Lighthouse 
Trails special edition includes photos and excerpts from 

Georgi’s book Testament From Prison. [GB] 212 pages | $13.95 | 978-0-9895093-6-7

TRUE STORIES OF FAITH PUT TO THE TEST

CHILDREN OF THE STORM BY NATASHA VINS
NATASHA'S father is a leader in the underground church 
of the Soviet Union. When Georgi Vins is forced to spend 
time in hiding and in prison, Natasha looks to her beloved 
grandmother for spiritual guidance, but in her teens Na-
tasha reaches a spiritual crossroads. In a homeland that 
demands that she embrace communistic ideals and deny 
the existence of God, will she follow Christ into a life of 
poverty and hardship, or will she renounce her parents' 
Christ for the opportunities and open doors which higher 
education has to offer? [CH-SM] 136 pages | Illus-

trated |$10.95 | BJU Press

A SMALL PRICE TO PAY BY HARVEY YODER
LIVING in the Soviet Union under cruel, atheistic 
communism and growing up during World War II, young 
Mikhail Khorev sees much suffering and death. Often 
homeless and near starvation, he struggles to believe in 
God’s love. This inspiring true story of how Mikhail grew 
to be a man of God, willing to suffer prison for the God 
who loved him, will move you to tears and strengthen your 
faith. [SPP] 214 pages | $13.95 | 13-page photo 
section included | TGS International
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NINE years in a Soviet prison camp would seem an eternity 
to most of us. For Maria, it was an investment in eternity. 
This is the true story of Maria Zeitner Linke—a story of 
survival and courage in the death camps of Stalin’s Gulag 
after World War II. But more than that, it is the story of 
how one woman turned her sorrow into an opportunity for 
growth, ministry, and strengthened commitment to Jesus 
Christ. In nine years, Maria moved through six different 
camps, including the infamous Buchenwald, which the 
Soviets had taken over from the Nazis after the war. In the 

process, Maria touched the lives of many people and helped them turn their own mourn-
ing into dancing. This book, which will remind many readers of the works of Corrie ten 
Boom and Alexander Solzhenitsyn, offers encouragement and hope to anyone who has 
ever wondered, “How would I react if my faith were really put to the test?” It comes to 
terms with the true meaning of “practicing patience in tribulation.”  [EW] 222 pages 
| $12.95 | The Berean Call Also available in audio book for $24.95 [EW-AU] (7 hrs).

A GOOD DIFFERENT
BY HARVEY YODER

“I am not taking care of you! You are not wanted here. You 
are worth nothing to me! Get out!” Joyce cowered under the 
onslaught from her enraged mother-in-law. Weeping, the 
young mother clutched her baby tightly to herself and stag-
gered out of the compound. Her weary body trembled all over, 
and nagging questions tormented her mind. Where was her 
husband, Musikali? Why hadn’t he contacted her even once 
since going to the city? Was he still alive? Which was worse, 
the uncertainty of his absence or the drunken beatings when he was home? Surely 
nothing short of a miracle could redeem the shattered lives of this Kenyan couple, but 
a miracle is exactly what you will read about in this story. And not just one miracle, 
but many miracles. This book will make you marvel anew at the redemptive love of 
God that heals the brokenhearted and gives beauty for ashes. [AGD] 272 pages | 
$13.95 | with photos. TGS International

EAST WIND BY RUTH HUNT

TRUE STORIES OF FAITH PUT TO THE TEST
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GOD KNOWS MY SIZE! SILVIA TARNICERIU 
ANOTHER POWERFUL, INSPIRING BIOGRAPHY 

BY HARVEY YODER

IS there really a God? This is the question 13-year-old 
Silvia faced. Her teachers laughed at the mere idea 
of God. Yet her parents and pastor not only believed 
in God but served Him devotedly. Which of them 
was right? Read Silvia’s story of the first 25 years of 
her life, and you will find yourself challenged by the 
faith and dedication of Christians behind the Iron 
Curtain. You will share in the sorrows and triumphs 
Silvia faced as she served her beloved Lord with all 
her heart. And through it all, you’ll discover the loving, personal care God shows 
to His children. [GKS] 251 pages | $13.95 | TGS International

God Knows My size is Also AvAilAble As An Audio book for $16.95 [Gks-Au]

FOXE’S Book of Martyrs has been an invaluable 
addition to the libraries of faithful Christians for 
almost five centuries. Chronicling the suffering and 
brutal deaths of those who have sacrificed their lives 
for the sake of the Gospel of Jesus Christ, John Foxe 
captures the God-given, Spirit-inspired courage of 
these noble souls. Though sometimes difficult to 
read because of the inhumane cruelty depicted in its 
pages, the images which truly endure are the ones 
which portray the victorious faith, through the grace 
of God, of these Christian martyrs. [FX] 288 pages 
| $14.95 |  illustrated | 978-0-9824881-8-8

FOXE’S BOOK OF MARTYRS
BY JOHN FOXE

TRUE STORIES OF FAITH PUT TO THE TEST
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TRUE STORIES OF FAITH PUT TO THE TEST—DVDS
     TRUE-STORY FILMS THAT INSPIRE

THE RADICALS. In 1525, a nun and a priest flee their religious 
orders as they become convinced that the Catholic church is not 
representing true biblical Christianity. A beautiful love story about 
the two who eventually marry, Michael and Margaretha Sattler risk 
their lives to defend the true faith. As their efforts grows, so does 
the determination of their enemies to stop them . . . by any means 
necessary. [RAD] 1 hour, 39 minutes |$19.95 | DVD | Vision 
Video | Ages: 13-adult

NIKOLAI Rublenko is a high school student and son of devout 
Christian parents living behind the Iron Curtain. In order for 
Nikolai’s dreams to be realized he must cooperate with the 
authorities by turning in evidence on his father’s ministry. If 
he does not go along, not only will Nikolai’s academic and 
athletic aspirations be sidetracked, but his entire school class 
will be penalized. Only Nikolai can decide! [NKI] 35 Minutes | 
Retail Price: $14.95 | OUR PRICE: $9.95 | DVD | Vision Video

THE PRINTING is the story of faithful Christians who continue 
printing and smuggling Bibles even when they know they are 
being hunted down by the Soviet Russian government. Suitable 
for upper elementary, teens, and adults. The Printing includes 
English and Russian soundtracks, as well as Spanish and German 
subtitles. [TPR] 137 minutes | $16.95 | DVD | Unusual 
Films

BEYOND THE NIGHT is the true story of John and Bettie Dreisbach, 
a medical missionary couple in Africa. The courage and faith of 
this couple in the face of strong persecution will challenge the 
hearts of both young and old. Suitable for upper elementary, teens, 
and adults. [BTN] 63 minutes | $14.95 | DVD | Unusual Films

CAPTIVE FAITH. Three Russian pastors imprisoned for preaching the 
gospel, find themselves together in prison camp. God uses them to 
begin a church in prison. This dramatization of real events shows 
God's providence and His strength in persecution. Suitable for 
all ages. Recommended for teens and congregations. [CF] 73 
minutes | $14.95 | DVD | Harvest Productions
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TRAPPED IN HITLER’S HELL
BY ANITA DITTMAN

** LOOK FOR TRAPPED IN HITLER’S HELL IN THE MOVIE THEATERS IN 2017 **

ANITA Dittman was just a young girl when the winds of 
Hitler and Nazism began to blow through Germany. By 
the time she was twelve, the war had begun.  Abandoned 
by her father when he realized the price of being associated 
with a Jewish wife and family, Anita and her mother were 
ultimately left to fend for themselves. Anita’s teenage years 
were spent desperately fighting for survival yet learning 
to trust in the One she discovered would never leave her. 
[THH] 192 pages |$12.95 | photos | 
978-0-9721512-8-3 

IN this DVD, Anita Dittman gives her testimony in front 
of a live audience. This event was professionally recorded. 
Lighthouse Trails is pleased to present this film of Anita’s 
incredible story. Anita lives in Minnesota, and at nearly 
90, she still speaks to many different groups about her ex-
perience. [AD] 90 minutes | $15.95 | CATALOG 
PRICE: $9.00 | DVD | 978-0-9791315-5-4 

THE STORY OF ANITA DITTMAN

REMEMBERING THE HOLOCAUST

A FASCINATING and thought-provoking historical five-part 
documentary film presented by former Israeli Foreign Minis-
ter Abba Eban. It chronicles the plight of the Jewish people 
following the Holocaust, the creation of the State of Israel in 
1948, the subsequent conflicts, including the 1967 Six-Day 
War, and the 1973 Yom Kippur War; also the Egyptian-Israeli 
peace treaty and events through the 1980s. [INB-DVD] 270 
minutes | Retail Price: $80.00 | OUR PRICE: $59.95 | 5 
DVDs | Moreshet Israel, Inc (Produced in 1992)

ISRAEL: A NATION IS BORN
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THINGS WE COULDN’T SAY BY DIET EMAN
 

A dramatic account about the Christian resistance movement 
in Holland during World War II

A TRUE STORY—A moving, heroic love story 
that occurs in the midst of extreme danger and often 
unbearable circumstances and loss. Before the war 
ends, Eman, her fiancé, and several in their group are 
arrested and sent to concentration camps—many of 
whom lose their own lives. 

Will help us remember a time in history that should not 
be forgotten and will inspire us to live more courageously 
and stand for what is right, doing so by the power and 

grace of God. Things We Couldn’t Say is a beautiful illustration of 2 Corinthians 12:9, 
which states: “And he [the Lord] said unto me, My grace is sufficient for thee: for my 
strength is made perfect in weakness. Most gladly therefore will I rather glory in my 
infirmities, that the power of Christ may rest upon me.” [TWC] 352 pages 
|$14.95 | CATALOG PRICE: $11.00 | 978-0-9791315-7-8

THE RECKONING        

THE RECKONING: Remembering the Dutch Resistance is 
the international award-winning documentary that captures 
the compelling story and eyewitness accounts of six survi-
vors in war-torn Netherlands during World War II. With 
the revelation of Hitler’s “Final Solution” and the uncertain-
ty of liberation, it reveals the intensely human aspect of the 
Dutch struggle against Nazi tyranny. Diet Eman, author of 
Things We Couldn’t Say, is one of the featured people in this 

documentary. [TR] 96 Minutes | $19.95 | DVD | Storytelling Pictures

REMEMBERING THE HOLOCAUST

$6.00 FLAT RATE SHIPPING TO ALL U.S. ADDRESSES
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IN MY FATHER’S HOUSE 
BY CORRIE TEN BOOM
A Lighthouse Trails Special Edition

WHEN Corrie ten Boom was in her late forties, she became 
part of the underground Christian resistance movement 
during World War II when Hitler’s army occupied Holland. 
The account of Corrie’s experience during this time period 
can be read in her best-selling book, The Hiding Place.

In My Father’s House is the story of Corrie’s life with her 
mother, father, and the rest of her family before they 
began hiding Jewish people in their home. This book is 
a testament to how God prepared one family through a father’s faithfulness to his 
Savior and the Word of God for the most sacrificial service a family could do. Be-
ginning in the years before Corrie was born, it tells the story of Corrie’s father, who 
was a  loving husband to Corrie’s mother and no ordinary man—he was determined 
to raise his children in the ways of the Lord. The book describes the extension of 
her father’s devotion to God as Corrie herself becomes committed to the ministry 
of young people throughout her young adult life. All of this prepared her for her 
role in helping to save the lives of hundreds of Jews.  [FH] 200 pages |  $12.95 | 
Illustrated with many photos | 978-0-9846366-2-4

HIDDEN HEROES: A documentary film on the Resistance Movement in 

Holland during the Third Reich of Hitler
 
THE rescue of Jews in Nazi-occupied Holland is a story of 
unimaginable courage and faith. As told by those who lived 
through the Nazi terror, this evocative documentary recounts 
what it was like for Dutch Jews to face systematic isolation, 
persecution, and elimination. Hidden Heroes brings one of his-
tory’s most disturbing periods to life through the testimonies 
of people who were actually there. [HI-HR] 50 minutes | 
$19.95 | DVD | Windbourne Productions

REMEMBERING THE HOLOCAUST
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THE HIDING PLACE—THE BOOK 
BY CORRIE TEN BOOM

THE true and remarkable story of a Christian family, 
living in Holland during World War II, who began 
hiding Jews in their home. Eventually, they were ar-
rested and sent to  concentration camps. If you haven’t 
read this book yet, or if someone in your family hasn’t, 
you won’t want to miss this story of courage and faith 
in such a setting that will change the way you look at 
life.  [HP-BK] 245 pages |  $10.95 | Leatherette 

THE HIDING PLACE—THE MOVIE
BEAUTIFULLY restored DVD, this inspiring true 
story of Holocaust survivor Corrie ten Boom has special 
features including five languages available, photo gallery, 
and Corrie ten Boom’s video anthology. Full feature film 
on widescreen. [HP-DVD] 145 minutes | $19.85 | DVD 
| World Wide Pictures

THE HIDING PLACE
AN AUDIO DRAMATIC PRESENTATION 

A DRAMATIC audio presentation adapted from The 
Hiding Place, the story of Corrie ten Boom. This 3-CD 
set will captivate you as you listen to a voice that is strik-
ingly similar to that of Corrie ten Boom. Ms. Sandager’s 
rendition will give the whole family an experience they 
will never forget. [HP-AU] | 192 minutes | $19.95 for 
set | 3 CDs | Sandager Presentations | Listen to sample 
clips of these CDs at www.lighthousetrails.com. 

REMEMBERING THE HOLOCAUST

hardcover | no photos | Barbour Publishing
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THE LAST DAYS, ISRAEL, AND ISLAM: CONFLICT 
OF THE AGES
DVD LECTURE BY MIKE OPPENHEIMER  

ARE we in the Last Days? This video contains numerous video 
clips accompanied with a PowerPoint lecture presentation that 
looks at: climate change, apostasy, natural disasters, the melding 
of Islam and Christianity, America’s changing view of Israel, and 
more. [IR-ISM] 90 minutes video clips and lecture | $14.95 
| DVD | 978-1-942423-16-4

THIS Wide is the Gate documentary film unravels the 
increasing anti-Semitic factions intensifying through-
out mainstream and evangelical Christianity. Presents 
insights, enhanced by fascinating visuals, points to the 
accuracy of prophecy and its proclamation that all na-
tions will gather against Israel and Jerusalem. You’ll 
assuredly be alarmed at the church’s rising hostility to-
wards the nation of Israel! [CH-PL] 104 minutes |  
$22.95 | DVD (3 parts) | Caryl Productions

 EXPOSING CHRISTIAN PALESTINIANISM

HAVING worked as a school teacher in northwest 
London and now running a Christian fellowship 
in Golders Green area of London, Tony Pearce has 
had many opportunities to discuss the issue of the 
Messiah with Jewish people. Who do you say that I 
am? was the question Jesus asked the disciples. This 
book looks at some contemporary Jewish answers 

to that question (and answers to those answers). [TMF] 190 pages | $12.95 
| New Wine Press, UK

THE MESSIAH FACTOR 
BY TONY PEARCE
LOOKS AT SOME CONTEMPORARY ANSWERS 
TO THE QUESTION,  “WHO DO YOU SAY THAT I AM?”

ISRAEL AND THE JEWS
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WATERING THE GREYHOUND GARDEN
BY WARREN B. SMITH
WARREN B. Smith recounts his job as a Travelers Aid so-
cial worker at the San Francisco Greyhound Bus terminal. 
In fifty-one heartfelt stories, Smith describes some of the 
many people he encountered at the depot and on the streets 
of San Francisco. The Greyhound Bus terminal was like a 
modern-day Jericho Road where broken-down travelers were 
in urgent need of help. Their stories tell the universal story 
of the wayfaring stranger—the traveler in trouble. A Scrip-
ture verse at the beginning of each story points non-believing 
readers to the truth. [WTR-GR] 181 pages | $15.95 | OUR 
PRICE $14.95 | Mountain Stream Press

EVANGELISM 2-DVD PACK ON 
CREATIONISM
SEARCHING for the Truth on Origins 
and God of Wonders (see page 25 for 
descriptions) Buy together and save! 
Normally $59.90 for both | Buy 
together in pack for $45.95 [TROR/
GW] Over 11 hours of material.

You will find that most of the books and Booklets Lighthouse Trails publishes 
include the Gospel message within their pages. The items shown on the next 

few pages are particularly helpful to share with unbelievers.

EVANGELISM

The APPOINTMENT
A 1991 classic and winner of three film-festival awards, The 
Appointment is a thought-provoking evangelistic film about Liz 
Watson, a hot-shot reporter writing anti-God editorials for her 
local newspaper. One day a mysterious visitor comes to her office 
with a message he says is from the Lord. He tells her that on 
September 19th at 6:05pm she is going to die. Is this a hoax? Or 
the truth? She has eight days left . . . and the suspense begins. [TA-
DVD] 39 minutes | $9.05 | DVD | Christiano Film Group 
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SEEKING AND FINDING GOD 
BY DAVE HUNT
WITH well-researched arguments and compelling proofs, 
this book demonstrates that the issue of where one will 
spend eternity is not a matter of preference. In fact, there is 
overwhelming evidence that we are eternal beings who will 
spend eternity somewhere. But where will it be? And how 
can we know? There is no more important question to be 
faced—and answered. [SK-FG] 150 pages | $7.95 | The 

Berean Call (also available as an audio book for $16.95 [SFG-AU or SFG-MP3) 

THIS booklet presents 101 scientific facts found in the Scrip-
tures. Many of these facts were penned centuries before they were 
discovered. Scientific foreknowledge found only in the Bible offers 
one more piece to the collective proof that 
the Bible is truly the inspired Word of 
the Creator. [101SC] 30 pages | $2.00 | 
Eternal Productions

THIS is an excellent witnessing tool that can be used to share your 
faith with others. [101PR] 30 pages | $2.00 | Eternal Productions

101 Last Days Prophecies

101 Scientific Facts 

EVANGELISM

EVANGELISM BOOKLET PACK—5 BOOKLETS
$8.30 [BKT-EVZ-PK]
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From evolutionist to creationist—how one man left his Cana-
dian farm to spread the Gospel throughout the world.

ROGER OAKLAND heads to university with the morals 
and values of his Christian parents intact. When he enters 
school, he believes in God as a Creator, but soon exchanges 
this for Darwinian evolution. After graduation, he begins 
teaching biology (with an emphasis on evolution) at the 
same university.  

Through a series of painful circumstances, he begins searching for answers to 
life—until one day he has a dramatic experience when hit with the realization that 
God created everything. Becoming a creationist and later a committed born-again 
Christian, Roger’s life is radically changed, and he is filled with a passion to tell 
others about God. As Roger travels throughout the world, exposing the fallacy of 
evolution while sharing the overwhelming evidence for creation, he begins to notice 
apostasy making inroads into the evangelical church via Catholicism, New Age, 
mysticism, and emerging teachings. Aware of this, he feels compelled to warn the 
church. But the cost of telling the truth and warning the church is high for Roger 
Oakland. [LTBL] 224 pages |  $13.95 | With photos | 978-0-9846366-9-3

LET THERE BE LIGHT
 BY ROGER OAKLAND

BEYOND THE NEXT MOUNTAIN      
AT the close of the 19th century, the British branded the 
Hmar people of northeast India as “the worst headhunt-
ers.” It was a label well deserved at the time. But in 1910, 
a single copy of the New Testament Gospel of John came 
into this village and changed the course of history for the 
Hmar people. Through that single copy of John’s Gospel, 
Chawnga, the father of Rochunga Pudaite, was introduced 
to a revolutionary “new life in Christ.” He and a few tribes-
men “forsook all and followed Christ.” Chawnga believed that Rochunga was God’s 
chosen instrument to bring the Scriptures to the entire Hmar tribe in their own lan-
guage. [BYMT] 97 minutes | $14.95 | DVD | Global Films

EVANGELISM
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HIGH in the Swiss Alps, Lucien, a lonely frightened boy of 
13, is overtaken by catastrophic events, and he finds himself 
an outcast with his family, school friends. Impelled to escape, 
the fugitive boy finds refuge high up in the forest, where 
he meets an old woodcarver who encourages him so that 
he begins to have hope. Filmed in the breath-taking Swiss 
Alps. [TS] 107 minutes | $16.95 | DVD | Children’s Media 
Productions | Age: For the whole family

TREASURES OF THE SNOW      

YOUTH & FAMILY
THE ADVENTURES OF JAKE’S FARM
THE Adventures of Jake’s Farm is a film about an 
8-year-old boy named Jake. He lives in a Christian 
family and through the everyday trials of life grows in 
his relationship with Jesus Christ. Will captivate the 
hearts and the attention of the young people in your 
family. Even adults love to watch this film. Visit our 
website store to see short clips of the film. 

This delightful film was written and directed by Jimmy 
Broyden’s teenage son, Isaac. The family has been involved with Christian film 
making for some time. Jimmy was the stunt director for the movie Courageous. His 
daughter, Emma, wrote and directed Precious, a short film about Christians being 
persecuted in communist Russia. [AJF] 93 minutes long with 68 minute bonus 
DVD | $15.50 | CATALOG PRICE: $11.50 | DVD | Broyden Bros. Pictures 
and On Fire Films | 978-1-942423-04-1 |Age: For the whole family  

PRECIOUS      
Russia 1966:  It is late October in the Kamchatka Prov-
ince. Three Russian youths are fleeing for their lives, 
the Government has declared them to be “mentally 
unstable” and has decreed their execution. Their “men-
tal illness”?—They are Christians. An Emma Broyden 
Film | 2012 Differentia Films [PR] 15 minutes | 15 
minute Bonus Feature included: A True Reward | 
$14.95 | DVD | Broyden Films | Age: 10-adult
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IN Appalachian Trial, a pleasant hike turns into an ordeal 
when Jeremy Crandall tempts his brother Brendan, along 
with Kayla and Zack Hart, to disobey their parents and go 
past the end of the marked trail. When the kids try to retrace 
their steps, tempers flare; and hardships reveal important 
needs in both Kayla’s and Jeremy’s lives. As the dads look 
for the children, Mr. Crandall gains a new understanding 
of what it means to walk by faith. A valuable resource for 
families, churches, and Christian schools. [AP-TR] 83 
minutes | $14.95 | DVD | Unusual Films, BJU Press 
| Age: For the whole family

 APPALACHIAN TRIAL      

MOST people don’t know about this 1977 endearing film about 
Robert Sheffey, an American circuit-riding preacher of the 19th 

century. The film depicts the story of this unique servant of God 
who started as a rowdy young man and followed his friends to a 
revival meeting and there found the Lord. A man of prayer, tireless 
service, and great compassion, “Brother Sheffey” rides through the 
Appalachian Mountains spreading the Gospel. Although he suffers 
the loss of his two greatest earthly treasures in one day, Sheffey 
finds forgiveness in his heart for the person who caused his sorrow.  

[SFY] 137 minutes |  $24.95 | OUR PRICE: $19.95 | DVD |  An “Unusual Films” 
production by BJU Press Age: For the whole family

SHEFFEY     
YOUTH & FAMILY

KIDS 6-DVD VALUE PACK
[KD-6PK]

$93.00 VALUE
PACK PRICE—JUST $69.95

$6.00 FLAT RATE SHIPPING 
TO ALL U.S. ADDRESSES
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TWO WONDERFUL BOOKS FOR 
YOUTH
TREASURES IN THE SNOW [TS-BK] AND 
THE TANGLEWOOD’S SECRET [TWS]
BOTH SHARING THE GOSPEL
Treasures in the Snow—$7.95 
The Tanglewood’s Secret—$6.95
Written by Patricia St. John (1914-1992) 
For ages 8-13.

DANGEROUS JOURNEY
A BEAUTIFUL full-color hardcover edition of  
the timeless classic, The Pilgrim’s Progress. This edi-
tion is not in the original old English language but 
is updated for easier reading. [DG-JY]126 pages | 
$25.00 | Eerdman’s  | Hardcover | Age: 8 and up

YOUTH & FAMILY

A SWEET and wholesome classic first published in 
1948. This classic tale will be a delightful addition 
to your child’s library. Sal and her mother set off 
in search of blueberries for the winter at the same 
time as a mother bear and her cub. Large Sized 

Hardcover [BLUE] 56 pages | $17.99 | illustrated | Age: 3-9

BLUEBERRIES FOR SAL

THE HIDING PLACE BY CORRIE TEN BOOM
YOUNG READERS EDITION—AGES 9-12

A SPECIAL edition of Corrie’s autobiography especial-
ly for young people. A great way to introduce children 
to learning about the Holocaust period in history. [HP-
YTH] 205 pages | $9.95 | Baker Books | Illustrated 
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YOUTH & FAMILY

A TENDER story about a little girl and her grandfather, an 
old man whose hard heart slowly melts and turns back to the 
Lord through the love of his granddaughter. Wholesome and 
endearing. Starring Shirley Temple, 1937 Colorized Version; 
[HI] 90 minutes | DVD | $14.95

HEIDI  

THIS full color hardcover single-volume collection, 
which contains nine of Eloise Wilkin’s most-loved books, 
will be cherished by collectors, parents, and children for 
years to come. It contains Wilkin’s most famous Little 
Golden Books, as well as lesser-known books, prayers, 
and poems. Recommended for ages 3 and up. [EWS] 

$10.95 | Hardcover | Color photos | 11 stories

ELOISE WILKIN STORIES FOR CHILDREN 

WHOLESOME SELECTIONS FOR YOUNG CHILDREN

A BIG TREASURY OF LITTLE ANIMALS
A BEAUTIFULLY photographed hardcover edition in 
full color of SIX Phoebe Dunn’s Little Animal stories:

The Little Lamb, The Little Puppy, The Little Kitten, The 
Little Rabbit, The Little Duck, and The Little Pig. [BTLA] 
$10.95 | Hardcover | Color photos | Random House

BIBLE COLORING BOOKS FOR CHILDREN
1) Six 14-page themed coloring books of KJV Scrip-
ture texts and illustrations. Appropriate for children of 
all skill levels. Page Size: 5.8” x 8.3” [CBSET2] Pack 
of 6 different books | $6.00 for set of 6 coloring 
books.  | TBS

2) Also a large Noah’s Ark coloring book with over 
50 pages to color.  (8.5” x 11”) [NACB] $3.95 | 
Christian Light Publications

3) Bible puzzle book sets (4 different puzzle books for all ages) [PZSET] $3.95 for set 
of 4 puzzle books | TBS (covers not shown)
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EXTRA LARGE PRINT BIBLE
 EXTRA large-print text Bible 

without references in durable 
flexible vinyl cover. Presents the 
largest-print single volume Bible of 
reasonable size and weight. Suitable 
for individual use as well as in the 
pulpit or for teaching. Navy Blue

Features: Presentation sleeve, 
black text throughout, Bible 

paper, semi-yapp page protection, decorative head & tail bands, gift presenta-
tion page. Page size: 10.7” x 8.5” | Thickness: 1.2” | Print Size: 15.5 point | 
Retail Price: $45.00 OUR PRICE: $42.00 [kJv-blp-bl] tbs

LARGE PRINT LEATHER BIBLE
Cambridge University Press

BEAUTIFULLY crafted with sharp, 
clear black print. Genuine leather, art 
gilt edges,10-point size font, family 
record pages, Bible paper, head and 
tail bands, marker ribbons, supplied in 
presentation box sleeve. Size: 8.5 x 5.5, 
Thickness 30mm [KJV-9U-BK]  $99.95 
| Trinitarian Bible Society (TBS)

KJV BIBLES

two thinGs About the bibles we sell (pages 51-55): First, the Bibles we have cho-
sen to carry are from publishers we have come to trust for both quality and content. 
The type is crisp and clear, and the King James content has not been altered (which 
we have seen happen with some publishers because the KJV is in the public domain).  
Second, if you are reading this catalog and truly cannot afford to buy a Bible and you 
do not have one of your own, please write to us at our P.O. Box, briefly explain your 
situation, and we will send you at no charge the Pocket New Testament on page 53.
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WINDSOR TEXT KJV BIBLE 

(CHOOSE FROM 6 STYLES OF THE 
WINDSOR TEXT)

1)  blAck leAther, thumb index

(Retail price: $55.00) 
our price: $51.50

[KJV-25-UT-R] Burgundy
[KJV-25-UT-BK] Black

2) blAck leAther, w/Zipper

(Retail price: $55.00) 
our price: $49.00 

 [KJV-25UZ-BK]

3)  blAck or burGundy leAther, 
$43.00 [KJV-25UT-BK] Black

[KJV-25UT-R ]  Burg.

4) two-tone 
Soft Leather-Grain Finish $23.50

[KJV-25E-TBR] Dark Brown/Light Brown
KJV-25E-TBL] Dark Blue/ Light blue

5) nAvy blue flexible vinyl

$12.00 [KJV-25P-BL]

6) hArdcover 
$13.00

[KJV-25A-BK] Black

Windsor Text Bibles—medium-size Bible without referenc-
es. Excellent value for money with distinctive clear text and 
good line spacing for optimum clarity and readability. Size: 7 
1/2 x 5 1/4. Type size: 9.6
Features:
• Gift presentation box
• Good clear print
• Black text throughout
• Quality sewn binding
• Two marker ribbons
• Bible paper
• Gilt page edges
• Semi-yapp page protection
• Decorative head & tail bands
• Bible word list
• Daily Bible reading plan

A HANDY STUDY TOOL
A BIBLE WORD LIST 
& DAILY READING 

SCHEME 

FROM TRINITARIAN BIBLE 

SOCIETY—

$1.05 EACH [BWL]
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EMERALD TEXT EDITION BIBLE
Cambridge University Press

A BEAUTIFULLY crafted Bible. Black French 
Morocco leather, art gilt edges, imprintable, in-
dexable, bookmark, black text throughout, glos-
sary, slip case. [KJ533:TR] Size: 1.24 x 8.5 x 6.14 
(1.48 lbs) 1368 pages |Retail Price: $80.00 | our 
price: $72.00 | TBS

A BEAUTIFULLY done King James Bible for kids—two choices of two-tone 
imitation leather (Pink/Green [K-KJV-PNK] or Yellow/Blue [K-KJV-BLU]) Hen-
drickson Bibles | 12-page section that includes Harmony of the Gospels, Miracles 
of the Old Testament, Miracles of the New Testament, Parables of the Old Testa-
ment, Old Testament Prophecies of the Passion, and 
Parables of the New Testament. 8.75” x 5.5” | Plus:

• Dual Color/Soft Imitation Leather
• 24 pages of color illustrations
• Presentation page
• Clear10 point type
• Words of Christ in Red
 

TWO YOUTH KJV BIBLES—$24.95 EACH

KJV BIBLES

KJV SLIMLINE POCKET 
NEW TESTAMENT

SOFT, stitched two-tone burgundy imitation 
leather, fine Bible paper, New Testament, 
slim line, 8 point type, paragraphed text with 
headings, black text throughout, marker rib-
bon, gilt page edges, Bible word list, daily Bi-
ble reading plan. [KJV-65E-TR-BUR] 6.9” 
x 3.2” | $12.00 | TBS
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CLASSIC REFERENCE CAMBRIDGE
Cambridge University Press 
(CHOOSE FROM 4 STYLES)

Compact and Easy to Read
MEDIUM-SIZE Bible in classic setting with 
center references and attractive gift presentation 
box. Special features include color maps with 
gazetteer.  Size: 6.8 x 4.5 x 1 Print Size: 8 point

1) cAlfskin leAther, blAck

(Retail price: $45.00) 
our price: $39.95 

 [kJv-4u-bk]

2)  cAlfskin leAther, 
blAck with Zipper closure 

(Retail price: $55.00) 
our price: $49.95

[kJv-4utZ-bk]

3) bonded leAther, blAck

(Retail price: $26.00) 
our price: $23.95

[kJv-4b-bk]

4) flexible vinyl

(Retail price: $14.50) our price: $12.50
three colors to choose from  

Black [KJV-4E-BK]
Blue [KJV-4E-BL] 

Burgundy [KJV-4E-R] 

Features:
• Gift presentation box
• Cross references
• Self-pronouncing text
• Black text throughout
• Same page numbering as Concord Reference
• Quality sewn binding
• Two marker ribbons
• Bible paper
• Gilt page edges
• Semi-yapp page protection
• Decorative head & tail bands

Additional Contents:
• Gift presentation page
• Translators to the Reader
• The Epistle Dedicatory
• References
• Bible word list
• Daily Bible reading plan
• Color maps

KJV BIBLES

TRANSLATED NEW TESTAMENTS

We are now carrying a Spanish New 
Testament (hardcover—Reina Valera; 
[SP-NT-BL] $6.00) and an Arabic 
New Testament (softcover— 1865 Van 
Dyck; [ARNT-BL ]$5.40)—both from 
the trusted Trinitarian Bible Society.
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[kJv-4e + color code]
Small Compact Clear Print Bible
STANDARD text Bible without references
Size: 5½ x 3¾ x 1
1) Black Genuine Leather with Zipper and
Thumb Index (Retail: $59.00)
OUR PRICE: $53.00 [KJV-31UTZ-BK]
2) Black or Burgundy Genuine Leather 
(no zipper, no index)  $39.95 
 Black [KJV-31U-BK] Burgundy [KJV-31U-R]
3) Black Bonded Leather (no zipper, no index) $15.00
 [KJV-31B-BK]

ROYAL RUBY TEXT BIBLE
Cambridge University Press

(3 STYLES)

Features:
Gift presentation box
Black text throughout

 Quality sewn binding
 Two marker ribbons
 Bible paper
 

Print Size: 6.5 points
Decorative head & tail 
bands

KJV BIBLES

CONCORD REFERENCE BIBLE—$38.00 (BROWN OR BLUE)

Price reduced due to imperfections in the bindings. Luxury center 
reference Bible with good size clear, readable print. Stitched, imitation 
leather-grain finish. Includes concordance, references, and color maps. 

Page Size: 8.1” x 5.4”
Thickness: 1”
Print Size: 9.5 point
Cross references
Self-pronouncing text
Black text throughout
The Epistle Dedicatory
[KJV-8E-BR] (Brown)
[KJV-8E-TBL] (Two-tone blue)
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A String of Pearls by Amanda Le Bail from the United Kingdom
A collection of hymns and songs on CD in an Irish-styling 
sound with piano, strings, and harp that captures the essence 
of the heart and the message of the Gospel. Titles include 
When I Survey the Wondrous Cross, When Peace Like a River, 
and thirteen others, some written by Amanda like More Than 
I Deserve and Think on These Things.  [PRLS]  15 songs 
|$16.95 | CD | Ebenezer Recordings (UK) 

A Whisper in the Wind by Amanda Le Bail
Amanda’s second CD is as beautiful and inspirational as the 
first in the same Irish styling. Songs include How Great Thou 
Art, As the Dew, A Garment of Praise, Rock of Ages, and  On 
Eagle’s Wings. [WW] 13 songs | $15.95 | CD | Ebenezer 
Recordings (UK) 

At the Edge of the World by Bob Ayanian
Bob’s second CD includes many of the same instruments as 
the first but without the percussion. A moving collection of 
songs that point to the Cross—beautifully arranged. [AEW]  
19 songs | $16.95 | OUR PRICE: $12.95 | CD | 
Trubador Music

Good News in the Badlands by Bob Ayanian
Lively Americana gospel folk music. Each song has its own 
unique musical arrangement. These ballad-type songs point 
to Calvary, salvation, Bible prophecy, the return of Christ, 
and an exhortation for believers to stand strong in the faith. 
Instruments include: guitar, percussion, accordion, mandolin, 
violin, banjo, ukulele, autoharp, harmonica, and cello. [GN]  
19 songs | $16.95 | CATALOG PRICE: $5.95 | CD 
| 978-0-9824881-4-0

YOU CAN LISTEN TO SONG CLIPS OF EVERY SONG 
REPRESENTED IN THESE CDS ON OUR WEBSITE. 

MUSIC WITH A MESSAGE
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My Prize by Dwayna Litz
Dwayna gave up a promising Country Western singing career to 
serve the Lord in ministry. Her uplifting music and beautiful voice 
points to the Lord’s faithfulness. Several of the songs have an evange-
listic message. Some of the titles include: Wish I Could Give You Jesus, 
I Rest My Soul, Give Me Jesus, and ‘Til the Storm Passes By. [DW] 
| 10 songs |$12.95 | CATALOG PRICE: $9.95 | CD

An Anthology of Sacred Hymns by James Sundquist
Sundquist is an award-winning, talented classical guitarist.  This 
collection of hymns include: A Mighty Fortress is our God, How 
Great Thou Art, Joyful, Joyful We Adore Thee, Fairest Lord Jesus, 
and several others.  [SQ-2]  11 songs | $12.95 | 
CATALOG PRICE: $9.95 | CD 

SAVE WITH 
SETS

A String of Pearls/
A Whisper in the Wind SET

[WW-PRLS] $28.75

Good News in the Badlands/At 
the Edge of the World SET
 [GN/AEW] $15.00

MUSIC WITH A MESSAGE

YOU CAN LISTEN TO SONG CLIPS OF EVERY SONG 
REPRESENTED IN THESE CDS ON OUR WEBSITE. 

Songs for the Ride Home by Buck Storm
Gospel-Americana style. Songs: All Creatures of Our God and 
King, Be Thou My Vision, There is a God, Flee as a Bird, I 
Won’t Wait, Blessed Assurance, The Love of God,Teach Me 
to Worship, In the Sweet By and By, Be Still My Soul. [SRH]  
10 songs | $10.95 | CATALOG PRICE: $9.00  | CD  
| 978-1-942423-00-3
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SASKATCHEWAN song writer and singer 
Trevor Baker is guaranteed to touch your 
heart in a most unique way. Trevor’s humili-
ty and gentleness is coupled with a powerful 
message—contending for the faith. You can 
listen to song clips and also watch the Let’s 
Go Home DVD on our website. Just type 
in Trevor Baker in our store search engine.  

Only the Words Remain [TB-WR]
Drop the Act [TB-DA]
Bring Me Back [TB-BB]
Unwanted Treasure [TB-UT]
It’s All in Place [TB-AP]
Road Less Traveled [TB-RLT]
The Lonely Road [TB-LR]
Who Are They? [TB-WAT]
Git It Right [TB-GR]
Remember When [TB-RW]
CD PRICE: $16.95 each

THE MUSIC OF TREVOR BAKER

MUSIC WITH A MESSAGE

TREVOR BAKER CONCERT DVDS
Let’s Go Home [TB-DVD]
She Wears My Name [TB-DVD-2] 
$15.95 for each DVD.

CD PACK—
Choose any 4 Trevor Baker CDs 
[TB-4PK]
Retail: 67.80 PACK PRICE $57.50
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The 

SHEPHERD’S Garden 
home of 

shepherd’s organic 
BIBLE VERSE TEA
& quality inspirational gifts

This tea is our own creation, developed right from the Rocky Mountain 
foothills in Montana as a “tent-making” division to help support the 
ministry of Lighthouse Trails. We have created blends that are health-
ful, delicious, organic, and each individually wrapped tea bag (new im-
proved wraps) has a tag with a Bible verse on it. We have been blessed 
and surprised at how many people have told us they love this tea. It’s 
great iced or hot, so grab a Lighthouse Trails book and try some.

• Wholesale prices to bookstores, gift shops, churches, and ministries. 
• Quantity rates for 5 or more boxes of any flavors ($5.95/box)
• Bulk bags of 100 tea bags of the same  flavor for $18.95—a great 

way to save $$ if you love drinking lots of our tea (indicate which 
flavors on order form).

• Free samples of each blend—send your request to: The Shepherd’s 
Garden, P.O. Box 908, Eureka, MT 59917. 

• We include a tea sample in each book/DVD order (except packages 
in which the tea would change shipping charges).
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ORGANIC BIBLE VERSE TEA

Organic Chai 
Green Tea
[CH-GR] 
20 Bags
$6.95/box

Organic Cranberry 
Orange Rooibos Tea 
[CR-OR] 20 Bags 
Naturally Caffeine Free  
$6.95/box

Organic Peach 
White Tea

[P-WH]
20 Bags 

$6.95/box

Organic Peppermint 
Tea 

[PM] 20 Bags
Naturally Caffeine Free

$6.95/box

TEA SPECIAL: COMBO PACK [TC1]
CHOOSE FOUR FLAVORS (80 BAGS TOTAL)- 

$23.80 (INDICATE WHICH 4 WHEN ORDERING)

Organic Spicy Red 
Chai Tea 
[RD-CH]
20 Bags
Naturally Caffeine 
Free
$6.95/box

Organic  Vanilla 
Almond Rooibos Tea 
[VN-AL]
20 Bags 
Naturally Caffeine Free
$6.95/box

CAN’T DECIDE? TRY ALL 6 FLAVORS
ORGANIC SAMPLER BOX
Contains a mixture of 20 tea bags of all six of our organic 
blends: Cranberry Orange Rooibos, Chai Green, Peppermint, 
Peach White, Vanilla Almond Rooibos, and Spicy Red Chai. 
[SMPL] 20 assorted tea bags | $6.95/box
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Organic Cranberry 
Orange Rooibos Tea 
[CR-OR] 20 Bags 
Naturally Caffeine Free  
$6.95/box

ORGANIC BIBLE VERSE TEA IN BULK

ORDER TEA IN BULK
100 individually wrapped tea bags available in each 
of our six flavors (indicate flavor when ordering). 
[BLK + tea flavor code, see previous page]  100 
tea bags | $18.95

OR ORDER BULK VARIETY PACK
60 individually wrapped tea bags. 10 each of: Cran-
berry Orange Rooibos, Chai Green, Peach White, 
Vanilla Almond Rooibos, Peppermint, and Spicy Red 
Chai. [TC2] 60 tea bags | $14.95/bag

BEBOP GOURMET BISCOTTI

These are no ordinary biscotti! BeBop Bis-
cotti are hand-crafted, using only the fin-
est ingredients. Each biscotti is generously 
dipped and artistically hand finished in 
a variety of deluxe chocolates and icings. 
$2.45/each | Made in Bend, Oregon

10 Delicious Biscotti Flavors:
Cookies & Cream [BC-CC]
Vanilla Bean [BC-BV] (no icing)
Triple Chocolate [BC-TC]
Almond Dark Chocolate [BC-ALDC]
Java Bean [BC-JB]
German Chocolate [BC-GC]
Hazelnut Zebra [BC-HZ]
English Toffee [BC-ENG]
Almond Crunch [BC-AM] (no icing)

Flavors in Red 
Also Available 
in 4 Packs

*$7.25/4-pack

* We will be adding more flavors once BeBop has removed hydrogenated oil 
from the icings. They have already done this with the flavors above.
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INSPIRATIONAL MUGS

Each mug is ceramic and most have Bible verses on them. We have carefully 
selected the most beautiful and inspirational mugs for our customers. Visit 
our website for additional selections.

Morning Has Broken Mug - 14 oz
$12.95 (no verse) [MG-MB]

Joshua 24:15 Mug - 13 oz
$9.95 [MG-JSH-24-15]

Psalm91:2 Mug - 14 oz
$9.95 [MG-PS-91-2]

Love is Patient Mug - 16 oz
$11.95[MG-LOVE]

Matthew 19:26 Mug - 16 oz
$9.95 [MG-FAITH]

Philippians 4:13 Mug - 10 oz
$9.95 [MG-ALL]

The Lord is My Strength 
& Song Mug - 12 oz

$11.95 [MG-SS]

Rejoice in the Lord 
Latte Mug - 20 oz

$12.95 [MG-RJ-TL]

Delight Yourself 
in the Lord Mug - 12 oz

$11.95 [MG-DLT]
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Ecclesiastes 3:11 - 12 oz
$11.95 [MG-BEAU]

Includes box

Morning Sun Mug (no verse) 
- 17 oz | $14.95 [MG-MS]

His Grace is Sufficient
For Me Mug - 12 oz
$11.95 [MG-HG]

The Lord Bless Thee 
& Keep Thee Mug - 12oz

$12.95 [MG-BLESS]

As for Me & My House 
Mug - 12 oz $11.95 

[MG-MH]

Rejoice in the Lord Mug - 
12 oz | $11.95

[MG-REJOICE]

Rejoice in the Lord Mug - 14 oz
$11.95 [MG-PH4]

Yellow Philippians 4:4 
Mug - 13 oz

$9.95 [MG-YL-PH4]

Names of Jesus Mug - 18 oz
$11.00 [MG-CROSS]

INSPIRATIONAL MUGS
Visit our website for additional mug selections.

MORE INSPIRATIONAL MUG DESIGNS ON OUR SITE
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Hope Mug - 12 oz
$9.95 [MG-PK-HP]

Ecclesiastes 3:1 Mug - 13 oz
$9.95 [MG-ECL-3-1]

Psalm 7:17 Mug - 13 oz
$9.95 [MG-PS-7-17]

Greeting the New Day Mug
Psalm 118:24 | 14 oz 
$12.95[MG-GND]

Names of Jesus Latte Mug 
- 20 oz | $12.95 
[MG-NAMES]

Red Cardinal Trust in the 
Lord Mug - 14 oz

$11.95 [MG-TLH]

INSPIRATIONAL MUGS / NOTE CARDS

WATERCOLOR LIGHTHOUSE NOTECARD BOXED SETS
24 different watercolor lighthouse notecards in 6 different sets. Each boxed set contains 
8 cards (4 different cards—2 each with 8 envelopes—blank inside). The sets are: A. The 
Carolinas; B. Florida & Georgia; C. International; D. New England; E. Maine; F. Atlan-
tic Canada (Boxed Sets: $18.00; OUR PRICE $14.95)—No code; use letter & name.
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HOPE INK KJV BIBLE VERSE NOTECARDS

Hope Ink Notecards: Top from left: Isaiah 40:8; Proverbs 3:5-6; Matthew 6:26; 
Middle from left: Philippians 4:4; Psalm 27:1;Proverbs 24:3-4; James 1:5; Bottom 
from left: Ecclesiastes 3:1; Isaiah 40:31. $3.95 each | Blank inside | Comes with 
white envelope) No code; use verse.

NOTE CARDS

He Restores My Soul 
(Psalm 23:2-3)
Boxed Set Notecards
[NC-WL] 13 cards; 
13 envelopes | $7.95 | 
Lang | Blank inside

COUNT YOUR BLESSINGS
Boxed Set Notecards
[NC-CB] 13 cards; 
13 envelopes | $7.95 | 
Lang | Blank inside
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 KENYAN BASKETS 

Our baskets are hand made by a group of 
Christian widows in Kenya. The widows 
receive all proceeds from the sales (after 
materials & shipping costs).

Basket Alone $34.00 [BSKT]

Filled Gift Basket 
[GFT-BSK] $85.00
You pick the gifts inside your Kenyan 
Basket. Choose  2 boxes of Bible verse 
tea; 2 BeBop biscotti; 1 LT Book; 2 
booklets; 1 Mug; 1 Music CD or LT 
DVD & 1 notecard from pages 64-65.
LT products have this symbol: 

THOUGHT-PROVOKING ARTICLES BY 
RESPECTED LT AUTHORS DELIVERED 

TO YOUR HOME OR OFFICE

This 32-page Journal is published every other month 
filled with timely information of interest to the dis-
cerning Christian. You can subscribe any time during 
the year, and this entitles you to 12 months worth (6 
issues) of the Journal. [LTRJ]

A one-year subscription is $15 in the USA; $29 for 
Canadian addresses; $42 for other international ad-
dresses. Back issues of the Journal can be purchased 
for $3 each (USA); $5 (Canada); $7 (International). 

You may also order a gift subscription for another person. There are no additional mailing 
costs for the Journal. All the prices above include this. To subscribe to the Lighthouse Trails 
Research Journal, you can: 1) subscribe online at www.lighthousetrails.com; 2) use the order 
form in this catalog and mail in your subscription; 3) fax it to: 406/889-3633; or 4) call 
it in to: 866/876-3910.

LIGHTHOUSE TRAILS RESEARCH JOURNAL

BY CHRIS LAWSON

It Is no secret that Yoga is taking Western 
civilization by storm. In just a little over a 
hundred years, a mystical revolution has 
occurred that millions of Westerners have 
wholeheartedly embraced. Amazingly, the 
Western Judeo-Christian view is in the 
process of a paradigm shift toward the same 
perspective as yogic India.

To illustrate the magnitude of the Yoga 
explosion, consider Yoga Journal’s “Yoga in 
America Study 2012.” This study reveals 
some incredible statistics: 

• 20.4 million Americans practice 
Yoga, compared to 15.8 million from 
the previous 2008 study.

• Practitioners spend $10.3 billion a 
year on Yoga classes and products. The 

previous estimate from the 2008 study 
was $5.7 billion.

• Of current non-practitioners, 44.4 
percent of Americans call themselves 
“aspirational yogis”—people who are 
interested in trying Yoga.1 

Yoga (or Yogic spirituality) is influenc-
ing Christians and non-Christians alike. 
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RICK WARREN’S DANIEL PLAN ACCELERATES— 
TELLS FOLLOWERS TO PRACTICE 4-7-8 HINDUISTIC MEDITATION 

Many people have unwittingly become New Agers by 
simply seeking to improve their physical and mental 
health through meditation.—Ray Yungen

TWO AND A half years ago, Lighthouse Trails first reported on Rick 
Warren’s Daniel Plan health program. That initial article titled 
“Rick Warren’s New Health and Wellness Initiative Could Have 
Profound Repercussions on Many,”  said that Rick Warren was 
launching a “Decade of Destiny,” that would include focusing 
on health issues. Our article pointed out that the three doctors, 
Dr. Mehmet Oz, Dr. Daniel Amen, and Dr. Mark Hyman, 
whom Rick Warren had partnered with to help develop the 
Daniel Plan, were all strong advocates of eastern meditation and 
the philosophies that go with that. Consider the following three 
statements, one about each of the Daniel Plan doctors:

1. Dr. Amen is a proponent of tantric sex (the combin-
ing of sexual activity with mystical practices), which is 
probably the most extreme form of meditation.

2. In Dr. Hymen’s book, TheUltramind Solution, Hy-

man emphasizes meditation, saying that it doesn’t mat-
ter what religion one has to benefit from it (p. 322). Dr. 
Hyman suggests that “Mindful meditation is a powerful 
well-researched tool, developed by Buddhists” (p. 384).

3. In January 2010, Dr. Oz brought a Reiki master 
onto his show to demonstrate Reiki and then ended 
the show saying,  “try Reiki” as the #1 “Oz’s Order.” It 
would make sense that Dr. Oz would tell his viewers to 
try Reiki—his wife is a Reiki practitioner.

There is ample evidence to show what these three doctors 
believe in and teach; we have several articles on our website. 
After seeing the evidence, there can really be no doubt that 
Dr. Hymen, Dr. Amen, and Dr. Oz each have a strongly 
devoted affinity to the practice of entering altered states 
of consciousness through meditation in order to attain to 
what is known as the “higher self” (i.e., the divinity within 
every person).

So a fair question to ask is just how much of this New Age 

Continued on page 3

Continued on page 4

YOGA AND CHRISTIANITY—ARE THEY COMPATIBLE?
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PDF & E-BOOKS AND BOOKLETS: Most of 
Lighthouse Trails’ books and booklets are 
available in PDFs and E-Books. These 
need to be purchased online at our store. 
When you buy one, you will automatically 
receive a link to download the book. The 
difference between PDFs and E-Books is 
that most computers can read PDFs, but 
you will need a special e-reader for the 
E-Books. Our e-books and e-booklets are 
also available as Kindle and Nook books. 

LIGHTHOUSE TRAILS RESEARCH PROJECT: 
Over 800 web pages of research, over 
2000 articles, and 25,000 external links of 
research material: http://www.lighthouse-
trailsresearch.com. 

From the Lighthouse Blog with Daily 
News & Updates: http://www.lighthouse-
trailsresearch.com/blog.

SUPPORTING LIGHTHOUSETRAILS: For those 
who would like to support Lighthouse 
Trails, we always appreciate both your 
prayers and your giving. And for those 
who have faithfully done that over the 
years, we thank you with all of our hearts. 
It is our prayer that we will faithfully be 
humble servants of the Lord’s work for 
years to come should the Lord tarry.

If you would like to donate to Lighthouse 
Trails, you may send a donation to the 
address on this page. There is also a donate 
option on our website. Lighthouse Trails is 
not a non-profit 501 (c) 3 organization so 
your donations will not be tax deductible. 

If you have been helped by the materials 

Lighthouse Trails publishes, please also 
consider supporting our authors. Several 
of them are in full-time ministry (see list 
on this page), and donations are always a 
tremendous blessing to them. You can send 
author donations to Lighthouse Trails (put 
checks in author’s name) to the address 
below, and we will forward them on.

LIGHTHOUSE TRAILS AUTHORS IN FULL-
TIME MINISTRY
Anita Dittman (part-time)
Carl Teichrib
Caryl Matrisciana
Chris Lawson
Greg Reid
Mike Oppenheimer
Ray Yungen
Roger Oakland (Understand the Times, 
tax deductible ministry)
Sandy Simpson
Warren B. Smith

WRITING TO OUR AUTHORS: You may  write 
to Lighthouse Trails authors care of: Light-
house Trails Publishing, P.O. Box 908, Eure-
ka, MT 59917. Also most of our authors have 
a publisher-created website, all of which you 
can access from www.lighthousetrails.com.

LIGHTHOUSE TRAILS PUBLISHING
P.O. BOX 908

EUREKA, MT 59917
OFFICE: 406/889-3610
FAX: 406/889-3633

sales@lighthousetrails.com
editors@lighthousetrails.com

RESOURCES & INFORMATION



    
Code            Set Description

                                 
Reg. Price    Sale Price

   

EC-F Emerging Church Series by Roger Oakland 
(4 DVDs)

$59.80 $49.95

THH-TWC Trapped in Hitler’s Hell/Things We 
Couldn’t Say 

$27.90 $23.75

ATOD/FA A Time of Departing/ Faith Undone $25.90 $21.95

OSR/AJ The Other Side of the River/Another Jesus $25.90 $21.95
FX/STT Foxe’s Book of Martyrs/Strength for Tough 

Times (2nd ed.)
$26.90 $22.85

NFM The New Face of Mystical Spirituality by 
Ray Yungen (3 DVDs)

$44.85 $36.95

OAK Roger Oakland Tri-Pack: Faith Undone, 
Another Jesus, Let There Be Light

$39.85 $33.85

OIA/OSR Out of India/The Other Side of the River $26.90 $22.85
FH/HP-
DVD

In My Father’s House/The Hiding Place 
Movie

$27.90 $23.75

GV-PK-1 Georgi Vins Value Pack: The Gospel in Bonds, 
Children of the Storm, Captive Faith (DVD)

$37.76 $33.87

JC-5-PK Jesus Calling 5 Pack: AJC (book); WS-NA-
JC, WS-JC, WS-10-RS, CP (4 booklets)

$22.75 $19.35

YGA-PK Yoga Book/DVD/Booklet Set: Yoga 
Uncoiled, Yoga & the Body of Christ 
(DVD), BKT-CL-YAC

$33.85 $28.75

GI-3-PK Gay Issue Trio Pack: Out of India, The 
Color of Pain, booklet MC-6Q, 

$26.85 $22.85

SI-PK Sensitive Issues Pack: 4 books: SAOC, 
CPN, LCM, STL (see pages 33-34) and 
2 booklets: PTC and GR-8

$56.70 $47.95

BK-TRI Berit Kjos Tri-Pack: 1 Book (see page 6), 
2 booklets BK-OC and BK-CC

$18.85 $15.95

CP/DI Castles in the Sand/Dangerous Illusions $27.90 $21.45
TC1 Tea Combo Pack: 4 Different Blends (80 

tea bags total) You choose which boxes.
$27.80 $23.80

BKT-PK-
ALL

Booklet Value Pack—100 Booklets $195.00 $128.00

SETS . . . BUY TOGETHER & SAVE
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Shipping Costs
(US, Canada, and International)

Most orders ship within 24-48 hours, except on weekends. 2-4 day delivery on U.S. orders; 
4-10 day delivery on Canadian orders; 6-21 day delivery on other international orders. 

USA (First Class)
USA - 1 Book 1st Class: $3.95
USA - 1 DVD 1st Class: $2.95
USA - 1 box tea: $2.25
USA - 2 boxes tea: $2.95
USA - Less than 10 booklets
$3.75

ALL U.S. ORDERS 

$6.00 (PRIORITY) 

FLAT RATE 

SHIPPING 
(except for 1st class 

orders above)

 

CANADA
Canada/Mexico - 1 Book 
1st Class: $9.95  
Canada/Mexico - 1 DVD
1st Class: $7.00
Canada/Mexico 2-3 Books 1st 
Class: $19.95
Canada/Mexico 4 Books
1st Class Int’l: $24.95 
Canada/Mexico (2-4 DVDs) 
1st Class Int’l: $13.95 
Canada/Mexico (5-17 Books/
DVDs) Priority: $39.95  
Canada/Mexico 18-24 Bks/
DVDs) Priority: $53.95 
Canada/Mexico 25-34 Bks/
DVDs) Priority: $79.95
Canada/Mexico 35-51 Books/
DVDs Priority: $105.00  

  INTERNATIONAL
International 1 Book 1st Class: 
$14.95  
International 1 DVD 1st Class: 
$11.95 
International 2-3 Books/
DVDs Priority: $24.95
International 4 Books 1st Class 
Int’l: $30.55 
International 4 DVDs 1st Class 
Int’l: $18.95 
International 5-17 Books/
DVDs Priority: $59.95
International 18-24 Books/
DVDs Priority: $77.95
International 25-34 Books/
DVDs Priority: $119.95
International 35-51 Books/
DVDs Priority : $159.95  

FOR SHEPHERD’S TEA—If you are ordering books, DVDs, or CDs, just add .75 
per box of tea for Canadian orders ($1/box other international) to the shipping costs 
above. If you are just getting tea, use prices below:

USA—1 box: $2.25; 2 boxes: $2.95; 
ALL OTHER IN U.S.A.—$6.00 FLAT RATE SHIPPING

CANADA—1-2 boxes: $3.95; 3-8 boxes (or Combo Pack): $8.25; 9-21 boxes: $16.95

OTHER INTERNATIONAL—1-4 boxes (or Combo Pack): $10.95
5-8 boxes: $16.95; 9-15 boxes: $23.95



LIGHTHOUSE TRAILS PUBLISHING
P.O. BOX 908

EUREKA, MONTANA 59917
866-876-3910

WWW.LIGHTHOUSETRAILS.COM

I AM THE LIGHT OF THE WORLD: HE THAT FOLLOWETH 

ME SHALL NOT WALK IN DARKNESS, BUT SHALL HAVE 

THE LIGHT OF LIFE.”—JESUS (JOHN 8:12)


